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Abstract

In previous research it was suggested that the process for low–noise design of machinery
could be based on the interface mobility concept. In this thesis this proposition is
investigated numerically and experimentally.

The interface mobility concept provides an analysis of the vibratory behavior at the
contact points between a structure–borne sound source and a corresponding receiver
structure. Thereby, the spatial distribution of velocity and mobility at the contact
points, which build the ’interface’, is respectively transferred to so–called order values
through a discrete spatial Fourier transform. As a result the velocity orders as well as
equal–order interface mobilities and cross–order interface mobilities are obtained. These
order values describe the interplay between the fundamental motions carried out at the
contact points, allowing conclusions regarding the general motion of the structure.
Numerical and experimental investigations show that changes in the source mechanism or
a different geometrical arrangement of the contact points allow a deliberate suppression
or shift of specific order values.

The transmitted structure–borne sound power is regarded as an authoritative quantity
for the efficiency of low–noise design measures. By neglecting certain degrees of freedom
of structural motion at the contact points, the transmitted power can be considered
using the interface mobilities. Furthermore, it can be calculated as combination of two
distinct order terms: the source descriptor represents a measure for the source strength,
while the coupling function describes the actual transmission process between source
and receiver. According to theory, a reduction of the transmitted power can be achieved
by a smart combination of these two quantities.

Two practical case studies were carried out in order to investigate the feasibility of the
interface mobility concept for low–noise design: a compressor used for the inner cooling
of a refrigerator structure and a ship fan unit, attached to a rib–stiffened plate. By
varying the arrangement of the contact points which constitute the structure–borne
sound power transmission paths, the influence on the order values is analyzed. It was
found that changing the geometrical arrangement of the contact points can lead to a
reduction of the transmitted power by up to 10 dB in certain frequency regions.





Zusammenfassung

In vorangehenden Forschungsarbeiten wurde vorgeschlagen das Konzept der Interface–
Mobilitäten als Grundlage zur Konstruktion geräuscharmer Maschinen zu verwenden.
In dieser Arbeit wird diese These numerisch und experimentell überprüft.

Das Konzept der Interface–Mobilitäten dient der Analyse des Schwingungsverhaltens
an den Kontaktpunkten zwischen einer Köperschallquelle und einer zugehörigen Emp-
fangsstruktur. Dabei wird die räumliche Verteilung von Schnelle und Mobilität an
den Kontaktpunkten, die das ’Interface’ bilden, mittels einer diskreten räumlichen Fou-
riertransformation in sogenannte Ordnungen zerlegt. Dabei entstehen Schnelleordnun-
gen sowie Gleich– und Kreuzordnungen der Interface–Mobilitäten. Diese Ordnungen
beschreiben das Zusammenspiel zwischen den fundamentalen Bewegungen an den Kon-
taktpunkten und lassen somit Rückschlüsse auf die allgemeine Bewegung der Struktur
zu. Numerische und experimentelle Untersuchungen hinsichtlich der Beeinflussbarkeit
der Ordnungen bei variierenden Quell–, Kopplungs– und Empfangsstruktureigenschaften
zeigen, dass Änderungen des Anregemechanismus und der Verteilung der Kontaktpunkte
die gezielte Unterdrückung oder Verschiebung einzelner Ordnungen erlauben.

Als maßgebende Kenngröße für die Wirksamkeit geräuschmindernder Maßnahmen wird
die übertragene Körperschallleisung erachtet, die sich unter Vernachlässigung einzelner
Bewegungskomponenten mithilfe der Interface–Mobilitäten bestimmen lässt.
Weiterhin lässt sich die Leistung als Kombination zweier Ordnungsgrößen berechnen. Die
Ordnungen des Quelldeskriptors stellen ein Maß für die Stärke der Körperschallquelle
dar, während die Ordnungen der Kopplungsfunktion den Übertragungsprozess zwischen
Quelle und Empfänger beschreiben. In der Theorie lässt sich die übertragene Leistung
durch eine geschickte Kombination dieser beiden Größen gezielt reduzieren.

Zwei praktische Fallbeispiele werden zur Untersuchung der Anwendbarkeit des Konzeptes
herangezogen: ein Kompressor als Köperschallquelle innerhalb einer Kühlschrankstruk-
tur und ein Schiffslüfter, befestigt auf einer periodisch versteiften Platte. Durch Vari-
ation der Kontaktpunkte als Übertragungswege für die Körperschallleistung wird der
Einfluss auf die resultierenden Ordnungswerte analysiert. Die Untersuchungen zeigen,
dass eine geometrische Umordnung der Kontaktpunkte zu einer Reduktion der übertra-
genen Leistung von bis zu 10 dB in bestimmten Frequenzbereichen führen kann.
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1
Introduction

1.1. Motivation

In many cases noise problems arise from structure–borne sound sources. Rotating unbal-
ances, collision, friction processes or uneven distributed forces generate structure–borne
sound and vibrations in household appliances and industrial production facilities [1, 2, 3].
These vibrations are further transmitted into adjacent receiving structures and can re-
sult in the radiation of disturbing air–borne sound. In order to understand the influence
of the structure–borne sound source on the transmission process, the structure–borne
sound source structure needs to be rated and classified. Thereby, the categorization of
structure–borne sound sources is not straightforward and the characteristics of structure–
borne sound sources are very diverse and occur in widely varying environments.

In production halls some typical structure–borne sound sources might be pumps, milling
and drilling machines mounted on feet to the ground floor or ventilation devices attached
to the ground or to walls. In a range of different regulations, for example the German
Lärm– und Vibrations–Arbeitsschutzverordnung [4], legal requirements regarding sound
and vibration are established and it is required that the employer shall prevent noise as
far as possible and implement protection measures. Depending on the sound pressure
level at distinct working places, hearing protection must be worn to ensure a high degree
of safety for the employees.

In the household sector a diverse range of machine types can be listed as well: tumble
dryers, washing machines or refrigerators standing on the ground floor are typical exam-
ples. Due to the fact that these machines are directly linked to life quality and customer
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Chapter 1. Introduction

satisfaction [5], users expect an optimization and reduction of the radiated sound from
the manufacturer.

Characterizing values for the comparison and evaluation of distinct structure–borne
sources are needed, but, compared to the well understood characterization of air–borne
sound sources by their power level, a well developed methodology for the characterization
of structure–borne sound sources lacks. This is causing many problems for manufactur-
ers and acoustical engineers, and in recent years a wide range of methods and approaches
were investigated in order to find a simple and practical characterizing value. Hereby,
the so–called interface mobilities presented by Petersson and investigated by Bonhoff and
Mathiowetz [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] combined with Mondot and Peterssons source descriptor
concept [12] offer a promising approach to describe and characterize structure–borne
sound sources in the so–called order domain. This approach promises a deeper insight
into the physical transmission process by linking the order values with elementary vi-
bratory motions. Furthermore, the derivation of low–noise measures from the interface
mobility approach was part of recent research [13, 14], which will be investigated in more
detail in this thesis.

1.2. Aims of this thesis and overview

Within this thesis the application of the interface mobility concept combined with the
source descriptor approach will be investigated regarding possible derivations of low–
noise measures. The interface mobility concept offers potential to describe the mecha-
nisms of power transmission through so–called order values, and it was shown before that
these order values can be altered, manipulated and shifted for certain excitation and/or
interface1 characteristics. Manipulating these order values to minimize the transmitted
power might give rise for a potential derivation of low–noise measures. In case that
a prediction of the order shifts is feasible, the low–noise measures can even be imple-
mented during the construction process of the machinery. Here, a structure–borne sound
source characterization technique, the source descriptor concept, will be used in order
to describe possible low–noise measures of machinery in the construction process.

In order to classify both concepts and embed them in resent research, a literature survey
regarding structure–borne sound source characterization and low–noise design is con-
ducted in Chapter 2, where important parameters, theories and concepts are presented.
The definition of the interface mobility concept, the theoretical background and im-
portant formulae are given in Chapter 3. It starts with the general description of the
concept and concludes with the governing equations of the important values. After that,

1Within this thesis the term ’interface’ describes a set of contact points, which connects the structure–
borne sound source to the receiver structure.
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1.2. Aims of this thesis and overview

the physical interpretation of the orders is investigated in more detail, which offers a
physical insight into the transmission process.

On this basis the single order values can be investigated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
Hereby, the governing values for the complex power order calculation are considered, i.e.
the velocity orders, the equal–order interface mobilities of the structure–borne sound
source and the equal–order interface mobilities of the receiver structure. Changes in the
function course of the order values are analyzed for two different kinds of manipulation.
First, the resulting order values are analyzed for different excitation mechanisms, fol-
lowed by a variation of the interface characteristics between the structure–borne sound
source and the corresponding receiver structure. After that, simulations are performed
in which the combined order values are investigated: the source descriptor orders, which
characterize the structure–borne sound source, and the coupling function orders, which
describe the coupling between the structure–borne sound source and the receiver. The
impact of varying excitation and interface characteristics on the parameters mentioned
above is studied in Chapter 6. Furthermore, the resulting complex power orders are
analyzed, possible order shifts are outlined and the influence on the transmitted power
is shown.

In order to investigate the interface mobility concept under realistic conditions, two
different structure–borne sound sources were studied: a small compressor acting as a
cooling unit in a refrigerator structure and a fan unit attached to a rib–stiffened alu-
minum plate. Varying interface characteristics and their impact on the order values are
investigated in Chapter 7, where also the resulting transmitted power levels are shown
and evaluated. In Chapter 8 the results from all chapters are summarized, and the
advantages and disadvantages of the presented concepts are discussed.

3





2
Related research and methods

In this chapter a short introduction into the concepts for characterizing structure–borne
sound sources is given, and the possibility of deriving low–noise measures is shown.
Afterwards, the known concepts of low–noise design are discussed.

2.1. Structure–borne sound source characterization

Approaches and concepts for characterizing structure–borne sound sources2 in order to
find simple and useful characterization values are highly attractive for a wide range of
industries [15]. According to Moorhouse [16], the objectives of source characterization
are the following:

• a comparison of one source with another,

• a comparison of sources with set limits,

• a prediction of sound levels when installed,

• a quantification of the improvement by low–noise design.

It is furthermore explained that the sound power level LW fulfills these criteria for air–
borne sound. In the case of structure–borne sound, this value is not suitable for source
characterization to the same extent due to the dependence not only on the source but

2The terms ’structure–borne sound source’ and ’source’ are both used synonymously within this thesis.
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Chapter 2. Related research and methods

also on the receiver structure. The search for a structure–borne source characterization
value goes further, and in order to fulfill the objectives described above, the value must

• characterize the sources’ ability to deliver power,

• be an independent property of the source,

• be able to be expressed as a single value,

• form a basis for the calculation of power delivered when installed.

In the following, a description of the active and passive properties of source structures
will be investigated and explained. Afterwards, some promising source characterization
methods are presented and shortly analyzed regarding their suitability to fulfill the
objectives described above.

2.1.1. Descriptive methods

2.1.1.1. Structural characteristics of source structures

Considering source structures as linear and time–invariant transformers, a value that
fully describes the transform is the transfer function in the frequency domain [17]. In
the case of solid structures the transfer function is defined as the mechanical mobility Y
[18]. It represents the velocity response v at a contact point n in direction i compared
to the exciting force F at a contact point m in the direction j when no other force is
acting at n 6= m in i 6= j:

Y ij
nm = vin

F jm
for F i6=jn6=m = 0 . (2.1.1)

The number of n and m is limited to the number of contact points N . Thereby, the
word contact point represents an area which is excited by the force F , with dimensions
of only a fraction of the governing wavelength [18]. At each contact point, six degrees
of freedom can be recognized, three translational degrees along the x, y and z axes,
described by forces and velocities, and three rotational degrees around the x, y and z
axes, described by moments and angular velocities. Mobilities that describe the exciting
force and the resulting velocity at the same point (n = m) in the same direction (i = j)
are called point mobilities. Those describing excitation and response at different points
(n 6= m) but still in the same direction (i = j) are called transfer mobilities. Mobilities
considering different directions (i 6= j) at one point are referred to as cross mobilities,
and in the case of different directions (i 6= j) and different points (n 6= m) the value
is called cross–transfer mobility. Therefore, a structure with N contact points requires
a 6N × 6N mobility matrix, containing the point mobilities at the main diagonal and
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2.1. Structure–borne sound source characterization

the transfer–, cross– and cross–transfer mobilities at the off–diagonals. All in all, the
mobility matrix describes the passive properties of solid structures. The above shown
equation for the spatial mobility can also be presented in a matrix form, where velocity
and force turn into vectors, which is indicated by bold letters

v = YF . (2.1.2)

The inverse value of Eq. (2.1.1) is the mechanical impedance, defined as the ratio of a
resulting force F acting at contact point m and an exciting velocity v at contact point
n under the condition that the structure is blocked for n 6= m and i 6= j:

Zijnm = F im

vjn
for vi6=jm6=n = 0 , (2.1.3)

with the corresponding matrix representation

Z = Y−1 . (2.1.4)

It must be noticed that in general terms the reciprocal of the mobility does not result
in the impedance

Znm 6=
1
Ynm

(2.1.5)

except for the case where only one contact point is considered.

The description of solid structures in terms of mechanical mobilities is an established
concept for the analysis of structure–borne sound problems. The impedance, as de-
scribed in Eq. (2.1.3), requires a blocked boundary condition, which is difficult to realize
in a measurement setup. In contrast, the free boundary condition needed for measuring
the mobility is more straightforward [19]. In ISO 7626–1 [20] the above shown equations
are standardized and in ISO 7626–2 [21] and ISO 7626–5 [22] measurement procedures
are explained. Practical difficulties might occur due to the big amount of required mea-
surements depending on the number of contact points and degrees of freedom. Specific
components might be very difficult to measure, for example in–plane vibrations [15], and
simplifications are very useful in order to get a well–balanced ratio between measurement
accuracy and measurement effort.

In 1999, Fulford and Gibbs [23] showed that a typical structure–borne sound source
can be constituted by a rigid mass representing the machine body coupled to plate–
like mount footings via springs. In this case the corresponding transfer function is
composed of a mass–controlled frequency region, a stiffness–controlled frequency region,
the first anti–resonance and a resonance–controlled frequency region, which is shown in
Fig. 2.1.
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Chapter 2. Related research and methods

Figure 2.1. Typical point mobility of source structures, cf. [23]

Mass–controlled frequency region At low frequencies the mass dominates, and
the region is said to be mass–controlled. The source structure or machine behaves like
a rigid body, and the mobility function can be calculated [23] by

Ynm = 1
jω

(
1
m

+ ymyn
Ixx

+ xmxn
Iyy

)
, (2.1.6)

where ym and xm describe the position of the exciting force, yn and xn the position of
the resulting velocity, m describes the mass and ω the angular frequency. The values
Ixx and Iyy describe the moments of inertia. It can be found that the point and transfer
mobilities all have equal magnitudes, and that the phase of the point mobility has a
constant value ϕ = −π/2. In the case of four contact points, which can be called a
four–point interface, the following relations can be found:

Y11 = Y22 = Y33 = Y44 , (2.1.7)

Y12 ≈ Y34, Y13 ≈ Y24, Y23 ≈ Y14 . (2.1.8)

Anti–resonance The decreasing course of the mobility function within the mass–
controlled frequency region leads to a minimum peak at the so–called anti–resonance
frequency, which not only depends on the structural properties of the source structure
like typical resonance frequencies. Boundary conditions and the exact excitation and
response point position have a large influence on this special frequency which is only
visible in the point mobility function course. There is a phase shift of ϕ = π, wherefore
the phase of the point mobility for higher frequencies changes to ϕ = π/2.

Stiffness–controlled frequency region For frequencies above the anti–resonance
frequency, the mobilities are governed by the structural properties of the plate–like
mounting footings, and the so–called stiffness–controlled frequency region is obtained.

8



2.1. Structure–borne sound source characterization

The mobility function can be calculated using the two dimensional bending wave equa-
tion according to [18]

B′
[
∂4v (x, y)
∂x4 + 2∂

4v (x, y)
∂x2∂y2 + ∂4v (x, y)

∂y4

]
−m′′ω2v (x, y) = jωF (x, y) , (2.1.9)

assuming time dependence is given by ejωt, which implies harmonic functions. In above
equation, B′ represents the bending stiffness of the plate, m′′ the mass per unit area and
x and y represent the cartesian coordinates.

Resonance–controlled frequency region At even higher frequencies, the source
structure is dominated by the modal behavior of the plate, and this is the resonance–
controlled frequency region. The phase of the point mobility changes with each resonance
and anti–resonance. Due to the dependence on different values like material properties,
dimensions, boundary conditions, excitation and response position and frequency, estab-
lishing a relationship between point and transfer mobilities is difficult [23].

2.1.1.2. Free velocity

The active properties of the source structure which occur due to internal source mech-
anisms can be described by two variables: the free velocity of the source vSf and the
blocked force FSb. The free velocity was introduced by Moorhouse and Gibbs in 1993
[24] and is linked to the blocked force via the source mobility, see [19]

vSf = YSFSb . (2.1.10)

Hereby, the free velocity represents the velocity at one contact point when the machine
runs under normal operating conditions including all internal mechanisms but is freely
suspended. In the case of more than one contact point, Eq. (2.1.10) turns into a matrix
representation similar to Eq. (2.1.2). In [23] the free velocity of structure–borne sound
sources was further studied. Due to the sheer amount of excitation characteristics,
general statements regarding the values of the free velocity are difficult to be made.
Nevertheless, a few comments can be made for the distinct frequency regions.

Mass–controlled frequency region At low frequencies the structure behaves like
a rigid body, and the motion of the structure equals the rigid body motion which can
be decomposed into translational and rotational motion components. Due to reasons
of stability, the contact points are arranged mostly symmetrically around the machine
center of gravity, and thus the phase difference of the free velocities between adjacent
contact points yields either ∆ϕ = 0 for a translational motion or ∆ϕ = ±π for a
rotational motion.
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Chapter 2. Related research and methods

Stiffness– and resonance–controlled frequency region For increasing frequency,
similar statements are difficult to make due to the strong dependence on details of the
structure. No further relationship between the free velocities at the contact points can
be found except for symmetrical characteristics of structure–borne sound source, contact
points and excitation position. In this case it is assumed that the magnitudes of the free
velocities exhibit a similar trend.

The free velocity representation of the active property of the source is preferred compared
to the blocked force representation. This is due to lower measurement effort and the
guidelines presented in ISO 9611 [25], which describes the measurement of the free
velocity at the contact points when the source is resiliently mounted.

2.1.2. Comparative methods

2.1.2.1. Free velocity

In [16] it is stated that the free velocity represents an independent value that can be
used to characterize structure–borne sound sources. It is therefore a suitable value for
the comparison of different sources.

For every contact point between source and receiver a total of six degrees of freedom do
exist, three translational velocities and three angular velocities. Therefore, in order to
compare structure–borne sound sources regarding their free velocity, all six degrees of
freedom need to be taken into account, which makes a direct comparison difficult, see
[16]. This method of comparing sources was introduced and practically applied in [24]
and [26]; it was found that it is valid only for a narrow range of cases due to the necessary
simplifications. Therefore, the comparison between different sources is valid only under
certain conditions. Furthermore, this concept allows no prediction of noise generated
by the vibrations due to the lack of a source and receiver mobility representation, see
[27].

It can be stated that the free velocity representation might be a good approach in order
to classify different structure–borne sound sources, but without further knowledge on
passive quantities it does not allow the derivation of low–noise measures or the prediction
of radiated sound power levels under operating conditions.

2.1.2.2. Reception plate method

Another method for comparing different sources is the so–called reception plate method,
see [28].
Considering a distinct source structure coupled to a homogeneous plate, which is called

10



2.1. Structure–borne sound source characterization

reception plate in the following, the equation for the transmitted power from the source
into the plate can be calculated according to [18] via

W = 1
2Am

′′ωηv2 , (2.1.11)

where W equals the transmitted power, A is the surface area of the plate and m′′ the
mass per unit area of the plate. The value η represents the loss factor and v2 is the
squared velocity averaged over the plate surface. From this equation it can be seen that
the total transmitted structure–borne sound power is obtained from the spatial average
of the squared plate velocity. Hence, it provides a connection between energy supplied to
the receiver and the resulting velocity at the reception plate. Based on the assumption of
constant receiver types, different source structures can be compared. In [28] a so–called
two–stage reception plate method was developed, which allows the derivation of both
the mean activity, represented by the free velocity, and the mean mobility of the source.
This procedure was further analyzed in [29]. At the first stage the source structure is
attached to a high mobility reception plate, while at the second stage a low mobility
reception plate is considered. The low mobility reception plate method is standardized
in EN 15657–1 [30].

In the reception plate method the source is attached to a known receiver structure which
is standardized to a characteristic reception plate. Thus, it is a good approach in order
to compare different sources under the condition that they all need to be attached to the
receiver structure. The constant receiver allows the calculation of the transmitted power,
and thus to compare the transmitted power and the source strength. However, this cal-
culation prerequisites known receiver characteristics, which implies that the transmitted
power is not an independent property of the source.

2.1.2.3. Multipole and eigenvalue expansion

Another characterization concept which fulfills the objective of comparing structure–
borne sound sources with set limits is the so–called multipole or eigenvalue expansion.
The multipole expansion, shown in 1999 by Pinnington and Pearce [31], extends the
exciting forces and resulting velocities via orthogonal functions. Then the acting forces
can be illustrated as characteristic sources like monopoles, dipoles, quadrupoles etc.,
so that the transmitted power comprises the power that is transmitted by the single
fundamental sources. However, this method is only applicable in the case of symmetric
structures because only then the single poles can be seen as independent.

11
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It was shown in [32, 33] that the multipole expansion is a special case of the eigenvalue
expansion. In this concept, the mobility matrix eigenvalues are used to indicate upper
and lower bounds for the transmitted power

W ≤ 1
2ρmax|F|2 , W ≥ 1

2ρmin|F|2 , (2.1.12)

with ρmin and ρmax representing the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the mobility
matrixY, and F being the exciting force vector. The minimum and maximum power can
be approximated, which is often sufficient. The eigenvalue expansion is not restricted to
special structural characteristics or contact point positions: it collapses to the multipole
expansion in the case of symmetric structures.

2.1.2.4. Source descriptor and coupling function

This concept was introduced by Mondot and Petersson in 1987 [12], and it takes the
complex power as a basis for the characterization of structure–borne sound transmission,
independent of the chosen structures [18]. It is described by the field variables force F
and velocity v

Q = 1
2F
∗v , (2.1.13)

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate value. After replacing velocity and
force by mobilities and free velocities, the complex power can be reformulated to equal

Q = 1
2
|vSf|2

|YR + YS|2
YR. (2.1.14)

Values with the index R denote the dependence on the receiver structure and S denotes
the dependence on the source structure. This equation is valid only for a single contact
point between source and receiver and one component of motion. In order to calculate
the transmitted power, the real part of the complex power needs to be considered [18],
which is called active part. The imaginary part, called reactive part, describes the power
that oscillates from source to receiver and vice versa, so that no net power flow to the
receiver is obtained.

The active part then follows as

W = Re {Q} = 1
2 Re {F ∗v} . (2.1.15)

The complex power, shown in Eq. (2.1.14), can be divided into two parts: the source
descriptor

S = 1
2
|vSf|2

Y ∗S
(2.1.16)

12
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and the coupling function
Cf = YRY

∗
S

|YS + YR|2
. (2.1.17)

The source descriptor depends only on the active and passive characteristics of the source
and describes the ability of the source to deliver power. Thus it enables a comparison of
sources. The coupling function, on the other hand, describes the transmission into the
receiver structure and depends on both the source structure and the receiver structure.

Mondot and Petersson also proposed a low–noise design approach based on the source
descriptor concept. The coupling function reveals that the maximum coupling is achieved
if the magnitude ratio of source and receiver mobility equals unity, |YR|/|YS| = 1, and
when the phase difference of these values yields its maximum value ∆ϕ = π. This
corresponds to purely imaginary and complex conjugated source and receiver mobilities,
which is rather impossible for realistic source and receiver structures due to damping
mechanisms that induce real parts in the mechanical mobility function. However, the
results prove that lower coupling can be achieved by mismatching source and receiver
mobility functions, which then produces a lower complex power.

However, the limitation to the single–point case prevents this concept from its application
in practice. Hence, further treatment in order to expand this concept to the multi–point
case is required.

2.1.2.5. Characteristic power

A more rigorous concept was introduced in 2001 by Moorhouse [16]. Based on the
complex power equation for the single–point case in Eq. (2.1.14), Moorhouse described
three characteristic values of the complex power, which he transferred to the multi–point
case.

First, the maximum power is described, which appears in the case of complex conjugate
source and receiver mobilities, YR = Y ∗S . Equation (2.1.14) then turns into

Qmax = 1
8
|vSf|2Y ∗S
|Re {YS} |2

. (2.1.18)

Second, the case of equal source and receiver mobilities, YR = YS, is described, which
results in the so–called mirror power

Qmirror = 1
8
|vSf|2

Y ∗S
. (2.1.19)
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Third, the so–called characteristic power is considered. It is defined as the power that
occurs if the velocity equals the free velocity and the force equals the blocked force
FSb = vSf/YS

Qc (v = vSf, F = FSb) = Sc = 1
2
|vSf|2

Y ∗S
. (2.1.20)

The characteristic power equals four times the mirror power, compare Eq. (2.1.19) and
Eq. (2.1.20), and furthermore equals the source descriptor S, see Eq. (2.1.16).

Starting with the equation for the complex power in the multi–point case

Q = 1
2v

TF∗ , (2.1.21)

velocity and force can be replaced by free velocities and mobilities [16]

Q = 1
2v

T
Sf (YS + YR)−T YT

R (Y∗S + Y∗R)−1 v∗Sf , (2.1.22)

where T denotes the transposed value and −1 the inverse. On this bases the maximum
power can be calculated as

Qmax = 1
8v

T
Sf (Re {YS})−T Y∗TS (Re {YS})−1 v∗Sf (2.1.23)

and the mirror power follows as

Qmirror = 1
4v

T
Sf (YS)−1∗ v∗Sf . (2.1.24)

Multiplied by a factor of 4, in analogy to the single–point case, the characteristic power
equals

Qc = Sc = 1
2v

T
Sf (YS)−1∗ vSf . (2.1.25)

Using the equation of the blocked force Eq. (2.1.10) in the multi–point case, FSb =
(YS)−1 vSf, the characteristic power equals the dot product of blocked force and free
velocity with

Qc = Sc = 1
2v

T
SfF∗Sb . (2.1.26)

Each of the presented power values are independent quantities of the source structure
and frequency dependent single values. They allow a comparison between different
structure–borne sound sources. The maximum power seems to be a very attractive
source characterization value because it states an upper bound for the transmitted power.
However, it is very sensitive to measurement errors due to the required inversion of the
real part of the source mobility, while the characteristic power is much less sensitive and
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2.1. Structure–borne sound source characterization

might give answers to all requirements regarding source characterization in practical
engineering.

In EN 12354–5 [34] the characteristic power is standardized, and it seems to be a very
promising approach for the characterization of structure–borne sound sources. Com-
parisons between sources and the effects of low–noise design measures can be directly
evaluated. However, the calculation of the characteristic power requires the measure-
ment of free translational and angular velocities as well as source mobilities including
forces and moments. The associated measurement effort therefore requires useful sim-
plifications.

2.1.3. Simplifications

One common approach to simplify the problem of source characterization is to neglect
certain degrees of freedom. The preferred component regarding structure–borne sound
sources is the vertical out–of–plane motion component, see [15, 16, 18, 35, 36]. In [35] the
moment induced power was investigated and it has been shown that it is less significant
compared to the force induced power. However, its influence increases with increasing
frequency. Further studies dealt with the significance of the in–plane motion components
and the identification of the influence of rotational degrees of freedom, see [11, 29].
Within the scope of this thesis, in–plane motion components and the corresponding
power transmission will be neglected.

2.1.3.1. Effective mobilities

In 1982, Petersson and Plunt introduced the concept of the so–called effective mobilities
[37, 38]. This approach reduces the multi–point and multi–component case to a series of
single–point and single–component cases for which the effective mobility is defined as

Y iiΣ
nn =

∑N
m=1

∑6
j=1 Y

ij
nmF

j
m

F in
, (2.1.27)

with N as total amount of contact points and six components of motion. The super-
script Σ indicates the effective value. The effective point mobility consists of a linear
combination of point–, transfer–, cross– and cross–transfer mobilities multiplied by the
respective force ratios

Y iiΣ
nn = Y ii

nn +
N∑
m=1
m6=n

Y ii
nm

F im
F in

+
6∑
j=1
j 6=i

Y ij
nn

F jn
F in

+
6∑
j=1
j 6=i

N∑
m=1
m6=n

Y ij
nm

F jm
F in

. (2.1.28)
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After applying the simplifications described above by taking into account only one motion
component perpendicular to the receiver, the following can be obtained

Y Σ
nn = Ynn +

N∑
m=1
m6=n

Ynm
Fm
Fn

. (2.1.29)

The effective mobilities, as seen in Eq. (2.1.28) or Eq. (2.1.29), depend on the force ratios
acting at the distinct contact points, which, in turn, depend on the receiver structure.
In order to get an independent value for the source structure, the force ratios need to be
estimated. This was shown in a number of publications in which force ratio assumptions
were investigated and applied, see [37, 39, 40, 41].

The conversion from spatial mobilities and force ratios to effective mobilities corresponds
to the formal single–point and single–component case, which allows the application of
the source descriptor concept. This was applied by Petersson and Gibbs in 1993 [39].
The source descriptor expressed in terms of effective mobilities follows as

Siinn = 1
2
|vin,Sf|2

Y iiΣ∗
nn,S

, (2.1.30)

and the coupling function yields

Ciif,nn =
Y iiΣ∗
nn,S Y iiΣ

nn,R
|Y iiΣ
nn,S + Y iiΣ

nn,R|2
. (2.1.31)

This method allows comparisons between structure–borne sound sources and the eval-
uation of low–noise measures. Force ratios, however, need to be estimated in order to
calculate the effective mobilities, with the result that no independent source value can
be obtained.

2.1.3.2. Single equivalent approximation

The single equivalent approximation offers a different approach in order to obtain a
single source–dependent value. It equals an expansion of the effective mobility concept
and was introduced by Mayr in [29].

The effective point mobilities of source and receiver structure are averaged over all
contact points, so that the dynamic properties of source and receiver can be represented
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in terms of single equivalent source and receiver mobilities Y Σ
eq,S and Y Σ

eq,R. The averaged
point mobility is calculated via

Y Σ
eq = 1

N

N∑
n=1

Y Σ
nn . (2.1.32)

The subscript ’eq’ indicates the equivalent value. The use of effective mobilities implies
that force ratios need to be assumed. The corresponding transmitted power calculated
via the single equivalent approximation yields

W =
N∑
n=1
|vn,Sf|2

Re
{
Y Σ
eq,R

}
|Y Σ

eq,S + Y Σ
eq,R|2

. (2.1.33)

The approximation offers a simple way of presenting the structural characteristics of
source and receiver and allows a direct comparison of sources. However, due to force ratio
assumptions and spatial averaging over the point mobilities, the calculated transmitted
power represents an approximation only.

2.1.3.3. Interface Mobilities

The interface mobility concept was presented in 1997 by Petersson [6] and subject to
further investigations [7, 8, 9, 10]. Like the multipole and eigenvalue expansion, the
interface mobility concept uses the properties of the spatial mobility functions of source
and receiver and, together with the source activity, expands them into Fourier coef-
ficients. These Fourier coefficients are referred to as order values of the velocity and
mobility functions.

The interface mobility concept relies upon the negligence of the so–called cross–order
interface mobilities, which has been investigated in [10]. This assumption allows the
application of the source descriptor concept, see [42], and thereby the possibility of char-
acterizing structure–borne sound sources in the order domain. A further benefit of the
interface mobility concept follows from the link between resulting interface orders and
elementary vibratory characteristics, which has been shown in [10] for certain examples
of application. This enables the interface mobility concept to be general and straight-
forward, with high physical insight and numerical stability due to circumvented matrix
inversion, see [27].

In [13, 14] the interface mobility concept was introduced as a promising approach to
derive low–noise measures by changing and manipulating single orders of the complex
power. The possibility of deriving low–noise measures based on such manipulations is
the essential part of this thesis. Therefore, the underlying physics and mathematical
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formulae of the interface mobility concept will be explained in a later chapter, and
investigations regarding low–noise measures based on the manipulation of order values
will be carried out. In order to classify the derived measures, knowledge of actual low–
noise design and corresponding low–noise measures is required, which will be discussed
in the following section.

There are other structure–borne sound source characterizing methods, like the concept
of pseudo and equivalent forces introduced by Janssen and Verheij [43], the equivalent
force concept by Ohlrich and Crone [44], or the terminal source power by Ohlrich et
al [45, 46, 47]. However, the main focus within this thesis lies on methods offering the
possibility of deriving low–noise measures, and this is why only certain methods are
described more precisely.

2.2. Low–noise design

In ISO 11690–1 Acoustics – Recommended practice for the design of low–noise workplaces
containing machinery – Part 1: Noise control strategies, see [48], different types of low–
noise measures are presented, which are further explained in the second part, ISO 11690–
2 [49]. Two different principles can be distinguished: primary or constructive low–noise
measures and secondary low–noise measures.

Secondary low–noise measures aim to reduce sound radiation by influencing the trans-
mission process and the relevant place of immission. This includes the application of
absorbing material, noise barriers or enclosures. In this regard the air–borne sound
insertion loss is a widely known quantity that can be measured in–situ or in the labo-
ratory, see [48, 49]. Regarding structure–borne sound, ISO 11690–2 recommends that
the transmission shall be prevented very close to the source, because it is very difficult
to eliminate noise once it is introduced into the structure. However, a large amount of
secondary low–noise measures can be found in literature [3, 49, 50, 51, 52].

Primary or constructive low–noise measures take effect directly at the source structure.
This represents the most effective solution to reduce sound, see [49], and examples can
be found in [2, 3, 49, 53, 54]. In order to prevent quantifiable rules for primary low–
noise measures, the source structure needs to be characterized. Describing the physical
processes of the source structure and the power transmission in mathematical terms
might lead to a powerful tool, which is able to quantify the resulting primary low–noise
measures.

In the following section the possibility of primary low–noise measures by already–known
concepts regarding structure–borne sound will be developed.
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2.2.1. Fundamental equation of machine acoustics

As stated in the introduction, disturbing sound or noise problems in many cases arise
from structure–borne sound sources. The excitation chain describing this effect is shown
in Fig. 2.2 according to [53]. The excitation of the structure is represented by the force
F that results in a velocity v on the surface of the structure. By this, vibration of the
structure is transferred into air–borne sound, characterized by the radiated sound power
P .

Figure 2.2. Excitation chain for structures radiating air–borne sound

According to [53], the frequency–dependent radiated sound power can be defined as

P = 1
2ρ0cAv2σ . (2.2.1)

In this equation ρ0c describes the wave impedance of air, A is the radiating surface of the
machine, v2 represents the squared normal velocity averaged over the radiating surface
and σ describes the radiation efficiency. For a known velocity on every location x on the
surface the averaged effective velocity can be calculated [53].

Introducing the squared transfer mobility3

h2
T = v2

F 2 , (2.2.2)

which connects the squared exciting force with the mean squared velocity, the equation
for the radiated power turns into the fundamental equation of machine acoustics

P = 1
2ρ0cσAh

2
TF

2 . (2.2.3)

Equation (2.2.3) can also be presented in a level value, yielding

LP = LF + Lσ + LAh2
T
. (2.2.4)

The radiated power level LP can be divided into three terms. The level value LF
describes the exciting force

LF = 10 lg
1
2F

2

F 2
0

, (2.2.5)

3This value coincides with the already defined value mobility Y . For a better comparability with the
cited references this value here is illustrated by hT . In the further course of this thesis the mobility
is represented by the letter Y .
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with the reference value F0 = 1N. Decreasing only the exciting force leads to a decreased
radiated power level. This value can be obtained by determining the time-dependent
operational forces and transferring them into the frequency domain via a Fourier trans-
form.

The second term in Eq. (2.2.4) corresponds to the radiation of air–borne sound

Lσ = 10 lg σ

σ0
, (2.2.6)

with the reference value σ0 = 1. The radiation efficiency can be obtained by measuring
the radiated power and comparing it to the radiated power of an uniformly vibrating
baffled piston.

The last term LAh2
T
represents the level of structure–borne sound

LAh2
T

(ω) = 10 lg Ah2
T

A0h2
T0

, (2.2.7)

with A0h
2
T0 = 25 · 10-16m4/(Ns)2. It describes the behavior of the structure when

excited by the operational forces, but only includes the normal component of the resulting
velocity.

The level defined in Eq. (2.2.7) describes the structure–borne sound efficiency. In [53]
its closed form is given and calculated for a simply supported and clamped rectangular
plate excited at the center point. More complex structures require approximations, some
of which are introduced in [53]. Possible methods of approximation are also introduced
in [53]. However, a closer look at the transmission process cannot be determined with
this level representation.

Despite the neglect of in–plane vibrations and the approximation for the structure–
borne sound level, constructive low–noise measures can be derived, which is shown in
[50]. One possibility for the reduction of the structure–borne sound level is to decrease
the mobility of the receiving structure at the force transmission point, which can be
realized by additional masses, ribs or insulators. Problematic eigenfrequencies can be
circumvented by additional ribs and increased bending stiffness.

ISO 11688–2 [2] also uses the fundamental equation of machine acoustics in order to
derive low–noise measures that are based on noise generation. Two special cases of
structure–borne sound excitation are discussed separately: the so–called force source
excitation occurs when the excitation solely depends on the operational force. This
assumption is valid when the source mobility is much higher than the receiver mobility:
|hS | > |hR|. An example for a force source is the excitation of an engine block by its
piston pressure. In this case, the standard recommends to increase the input impedance
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or decrease mobility h in order to reduce the structure–borne sound transmission. The
second case is the so–called velocity source excitation. For this, the mobility of the source
needs to be smaller than the mobility of the receiver |hS | < |hR| and thus the velocity at
the contact points is independent of the mobilities. An excitation of thin metal sheets
by a cast iron housing might be an example for a velocity source. Again, a decrease of
the transfer function leads to decreased transmitted power.

The fundamental equation of machine acoustics is qualified to derive low–noise measures
regarding the generation of structure–borne sound, as described above. The dominant
values leading to radiated power are outlined and represented by single values. However,
some terms in the equation cannot be constituted by mathematical functions, like the
structure–borne sound level, see [55], but can only be determined empirically by mea-
surement of structural velocity and radiated power. Furthermore, detailed insight in the
transmission process between structure–borne sound source and receiver structure is not
provided by this representation of the excitation chain.

2.2.2. Structural intensity

A more detailed analysis of the transmission process can be obtained by considering
the so–called structural intensity STI, see [55, 56, 57]. It provides a concept which
describes the power flow in solid structures. The definition of the structural intensity is
analogue to the definition of the intensity in fluid–borne sound which equals the product
of velocity and pressure [58]. However, the pressure in the air–borne defined intensity
must be replaced by the normal and tangential stresses in order to calculate the structural
intensity

I = −

τxx τxy τxz
τyx τyy τyz
τzx τzy τzz

 ·

vxvy
vz

 . (2.2.8)

Here, the boldface I describes the structural intensity vector, and the stress tensor
contains the normal stresses on the main diagonal τxx,τyy and τzz. The remaining entries
contain the shear stresses, as indicated by different indices.

In [55], the structural intensity for two structures, an oil pan and a baggage compartment
floor, is numerically calculated by FEM–methods. Thereby, sections with high energy
flow can be detected and the effect of local impedance discontinuities can be specifically
observed. The structural intensity can be divided into translational in–plane wave com-
ponents, translational out–of–plane wave components and rotational wave components.
Their contribution to the power flow in general can be considered separately, and the
impedance discontinuities can be varied depending on the dominant wave component.
Furthermore, structure–borne transfer paths can be detected and positively influenced
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in terms of noise control. A derivation of constructive low–noise measures based on the
structural intensity is shown in [55]. Dominant intensity wave components are influenced
by damping or insulation, impacting the general power flow.

The structural intensity allows a physical insight in the power flow process within solid
structures. Measurement of the structural intensity of plate–like structures is possible
but involves several difficulties. The combination of accelerometer measurements with a
finite difference technique [57] allows the calculation of the structural intensity. In order
to avoid errors resulting from the direct attachment of accelerometers and shakers to the
structure [59], non–contact methods were developed using the Fourier transform com-
bined with Laser Doppler measurement techniques [60, 61, 62]. However, misalignment
of the experimental setup or mismatching of phase affect the measurement technique
negatively.

2.2.3. Structure–borne sound transmission

The vibration transmission from machinery into receiving structures through the com-
plex power is introduced in [18] and applied in ISO 11688–2 [2].

In Sec. 2.1.2 the complex power was defined already and some important characteristics
were shown. According to Eq. (2.1.13) the equation of the complex power for the single–
point and single–component case was given by

Q = 1
2F
∗v ,

and the definition of the active or transmitted power yielded

W = Re {Q} = 1
2 Re {F ∗v} .

ISO 11688–2 and further literature, e.g. [12, 18], describe two different simplified source
types, which were already discussed in Sec. 2.2.1 and are shown here regarding their influ-
ence on power transmission. The calculation of the complex power between a structure–
borne sound source and its receiver can be simplified in the case that the mobility of
the source is higher than the mobility of the receiver |YS| >> |YR|. In this case the
so–called constant force source is obtained. The force fed into the receiver structure is
independent of the properties of the receiver structure, resulting in a constant force at
the receiver FR = Fconst, and the equation for the active or transmitted power can be
obtained as

W = 1
2 |Fconst|

2 Re {YR} . (2.2.9)

A simplified calculation rule is further obtained in the case that the mobility of the
receiver is higher than the mobility of the source |YR| >> |YS|, which is called a constant
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velocity source. The velocity at the receiver equals the free velocity of the source vR =
vSf, and the transmitted power can be calculated as

W = 1
2 |vSf|

2 Re
{ 1
YR

}
. (2.2.10)

For both kinds of simplified source models a change of the input impedance leads to
a change in the transmitted power. In [2] a table of low–noise measures derived by
the simplified calculation is shown. Depending on source type and relevant frequency
regions, the required measures slightly differ.

Simplifications described above only apply in the case that the mobilities of source
and receiver structure differ significantly. This prerequisite is summarized by the term
’mismatching conditions’. ’Matching conditions’ arise in the case that the magnitude
of source and receiver mobility are similar or equal. As shown in [12], the coupling
for matching mobilities strongly depends upon the phase difference ∆ϕ of source and
receiver mobilities, which is disregarded by the formulae shown above.

2.3. Summary

In this chapter an overview of structure–borne sound source characterizing methods
based on active and passive properties of the source and the receiver structures was
given. The methods were shortly analyzed regarding the possibility of the derivation of
low–noise measures.

Thereby, the structure–borne sound source characterization methods were subdivided
into two basic methods. Descriptive methods are required in order to characterize in-
dependent properties of the structure–borne sound source, and comparative methods
allow a comparison between different structure–borne sound sources. Furthermore, sim-
plifications such as the negligence of certain degrees of freedom or the reduction to the
single–point case were introduced, and it was pointed out that the interface mobili-
ties combined with the source descriptor concept offer great potential of characterizing
source structures, giving an additional insight in the transmission process and deriving
low–noise measures.

A short introduction to low–noise design was given and the distinction between primary
and secondary low–noise measures was discussed. Primary low–noise measures are more
effective in general, but they are also more difficult to investigate and implement in
practice. Three concepts for the analysis of primary low–noise measures were intro-
duced: the fundamental equation of machinery acoustics, the structural intensity and
the concept of complex power. In the literature discussed above, suggestions for primary
low–noise measures usually involve increased masses, elastic interlayers or other forms of
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structural impedance mismatching. In other words, the considered measures are usually
drastic changes to the structure. However, the question remains if primary low–noise
measures can also be achieved more elegantly through changes that are subtle in nature
but adjusted to the vibratory behavior of the structure instead. The research presented
in this thesis aims to investigate if such measures can be identified by combining the
concepts of source descriptor and interface mobilities.
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3
Interface mobilities

In the previous chapter structure–borne sound source characterization concepts and the
principles behind known primary low–noise measures were discussed. It was concluded
that combining the interface mobility and source descriptor concepts offers a promising
approach for source characterization and low–noise design. The underlying mathematical
and physical considerations are presented in the following.

3.1. Description of the concept

The interface mobility concept applied to a set of discrete contact points has been pre-
sented in [42]. Here, the central formulae and the related concept of source descriptor
and coupling function in the order domain will be presented.

The interface mobility concept is based on a spatial Fourier transform of the spatial field
variables and mobilities at the contact points, where the Fourier coefficients are referred
to as order values of the field variables. The velocity orders v̂p are calculated via

v̂p = 1
N

N∑
n=1

vne
−j 2πpn

N , (3.1.1)

with

vn =
dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

v̂pe
j 2πpn

N . (3.1.2)
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Here, vn represents the spatial velocity at the nth contact point and N equals the to-
tal number of discrete contact points. The expression b· c signifies that the index is
rounded down to an integer while d· e means that the index is rounded up to an integer.
A general feature of the discrete Fourier transform is that discrete periodic functions de-
termined at N discrete points yield exactly N Fourier coefficients, see [63]. In the specific
case of the interface orders this means that the number of contact points predetermines
the number of order values.

Analogously to the velocity orders, the force orders F̂q can be calculated via

F̂q = 1
N

N∑
n=1

Fme
−j 2πpm

N . (3.1.3)

The force Fm at the contact point m can be calculated via the sum of force orders
multiplied by a distinct phase distribution

Fm =
dN/2−1e∑
q=−bN/2c

F̂qe
j 2πqm

N . (3.1.4)

Not only the spatial functions of velocity and force can be transformed into the order
domain. The transform pair of the spatial mobility is given by a 2D discrete series
expansion

Ŷpq = 1
N2

N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

Ynme
−j 2πpn

N e−j
2πqm
N , (3.1.5)

with

Ynm =
dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

dN/2−1e∑
q=−bN/2c

Ŷpqe
j 2πpn

N ej
2πqm
N , (3.1.6)

where Ŷpq represents the order value of the spatial mobility function, termed interface
mobility, and Ynm represents the spatial mobility for excitation at contact point m and
response at contact point n.

In order to obtain a relationship between velocity, force and mobility in the order domain
the spatial relation needs to be analyzed. The velocity at contact point n results from
the product of mobility Ynm and exciting force Fm, summed up over all contact points:

vn =
N∑
m=1

YnmFm . (3.1.7)

After substituting Eq. (3.1.2) and Eq. (3.1.6) and inserting Eq. (3.1.3) the relation
between force and velocity in the order domain follows as

v̂p = N

dN/2−1e∑
q=−bN/2c

Ŷp−qF̂q . (3.1.8)
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3.2. Complex power

The pth velocity order is linked to the qth force order via the interface mobility of the
order p − q. In the case that velocity and force consist of the same order (p = q),
the linking interface mobility Ŷp−p is called equal–order interface mobility4 (eqIFM). In
the case of different velocity and force order numbers (p 6= q), the value Ŷp−q is called
cross–order interface mobility5 (crossIFM). Recent studies [64, 65, 66, 67] dealt with the
significance of the crossIFMs for source characterization and showed that they can be
neglected when the sound transmission of rigidly coupled structures is calculated on an
approximate base. Doing so in Eq. (3.1.8), a simplified relation between velocity order,
force order and eqIFM can be found

v̂p ≈ NŶp−pF̂p . (3.1.9)

This allows an isolated consideration of single orders, which represents the formal single–
point case [10].

3.2. Complex power

The complex power for the single point case, as shown before in Eq. (2.1.13), is

Q = 1
2vF

∗ .

When expanded to the multi–point case, the scalar values turn into vectorial quantities

Q = 1
2v

TF∗ = 1
2

N∑
n=1

vnF
∗
n . (3.2.1)

By applying Eq. (3.1.2) and Eq. (3.1.4), summing up all contact points yields the complex
power in the order domain [42]

Q = N

2

dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

v̂pF̂
∗
p . (3.2.2)

Expressed in terms of independent properties of the source and the receiver structure,
the complex power orders can be calculated according to [42]

Q =
dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

Qp , Qp ≈
1
2
|v̂p,Sf|2 · Ŷp−p,R

|Ŷp−p,S + Ŷp−p,R|2
. (3.2.3)

4In the following the term ’equal–order interface mobility’ is abbreviated as eqIFM.
5In the following the term ’cross–order interface mobility’ is abbreviated as crossIFM.
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Chapter 3. Interface mobilities

Expanding the fraction in Eq. (3.2.3) with the complex conjugated source mobility, it
can be divided into two parts. One part then solely depends on the active and passive
properties of the source, while the other part depends on the passive properties of source
and receiver.
This constitutes a separation into the source descriptor and the coupling function in the
order domain. The source descriptor orders can be calculated via the free source velocity
orders and equal–order interface mobilities

Sp ≈
1
2
|v̂p,Sf|2

Ŷ ∗p−p,S
, (3.2.4)

with

S =
dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

Sp . (3.2.5)

They describe the sources’ ability to deliver distinct power orders. The coupling function
orders follow as

Cf,p ≈
Ŷ ∗p−p,SŶp−p,R

|Ŷp−p,S + Ŷp−p,R|2
(3.2.6)

where
Cf = Q/S . (3.2.7)

They describe the power transmission from source to receiver in the order domain.

According to Eq. (2.1.15) the transmitted power can be obtained from the complex power
by taking its real part, which in the order domain yields

W = N

2 Re


dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

v̂pF̂
∗
p

 . (3.2.8)

After neglecting the cross–order terms, one obtains

W ≈ 1
2 Re


dN/2−1e∑
p=−bN/2c

|v̂p,Sf|2 · Ŷp−p,R

|Ŷp−p,S + Ŷp−p,R|2

 . (3.2.9)
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3.3. Interpretation of the interface orders

In the last section the important order values of velocities, forces and mobilities were
defined mathematically. In order to gain a physical understanding of the order values,
they are now interpreted in terms of fundamental structural motions.

3.3.1. Geometric interpretation of the velocity orders

The definition of the velocity orders v̂p according to Eq. (3.1.1), is as follows

v̂p = 1
N

N∑
n=1

vne
−j 2πpn

N .

Summing up all velocities vn at the contact points n multiplied with an exponential
function dependent on the order p, contact point n and total number of contact points
N and divided by the total number of contact points yields the velocity orders v̂p.
Thereby, the exponential function represents a phase relation between adjacent contact
points which describes the interplay of the motion of the individual contact points for
each order. Expressed in physical terms, the velocity orders represent spatial waves
traveling along the interface. The summation of the velocity orders with the same
positive and negative order number results in a superposition of incoming and outgoing
wave. In case the complex amplitudes of positive and negative velocity order are equal,
their superposition yields a standing wave along the interface [10]. Because positive
and negative values of the same order number describe the same fundamental motion,
however, occurring positive and negative orders will always be combined in the further
course of this thesis. However, single order values as well as combined order values are
always referenced by their positive order.

In the following, the velocity orders obtained for a simplified model of a general struc-
ture, referred to as simplified structural model with two contact points, are analyzed
in three typical frequency regions and at the first fundamental resonance frequency.
The simplified structural model schematically illustrates the part of either a source or
a receiver structure which contains the contact points. The frequency regions are the
mass–controlled, the stiffness–controlled and the resonance–controlled region. The corre-
sponding simplified structural model is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, and the frequency regions
are discussed in the subsequent sections.
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Chapter 3. Interface mobilities

(a) Mass–controlled region (b) Stiffness–controlled region

(c) First fundamental reso-
nance frequency

(d) Resonance–controlled
region

Figure 3.1. Simplified structural model; simplified structural model, boundaries, contact
points

3.3.1.1. Mass–controlled region

In the mass–controlled region the structure moves as a whole, and therefore the contour
line in Fig. 3.1(a) remains straight.

With the definition of the velocity orders, see Eq. (3.1.1), the zero velocity order results
as

v̂0 = 1
N

N∑
n=1

vn . (3.3.1)

A zero phase relation between all contact points is obtained and the zero velocity order
is given by the arithmetic mean value of the velocities irrespective of the number and
location of the contact points. In the case of translational rigid body motion the entire
structure moves in phase, and the zero velocity order describes the motion of the entire
structure.

In the case of purely rotational motion an out–of–phase motion of the contact points
can be obtained depending on the geometrical properties of the interface. Obviously,
the zero velocity order is not sufficient to describe this kind of motion. As opposed to
the zero velocity order the first velocity order (p ± 1) is generally characterized by a
phase shift of ∆ϕ = 2πn/N between adjacent contact points. In the case of a centered
interface and a symmetrical arrangement of the contact points the first velocity order
fully describes the rotational rigid body motion, while the zero velocity order does not
occur. This is exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for an interface with two contact points.
Hereby, the phase difference equals ∆ϕ = π, which means that the contact points move
with opposite phase.
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(a) Symmetric distribu-
tion of the contact
points

(b) Purely rotational mo-
tion

Figure 3.2. Centered and symmetric interface on the simplified structural model given a purely
rotational motion; simplified structural model, contact points, • rotational point,
boundaries, initial position

In the case of an arbitrarily positioned interface with non–symmetric contact point
arrangement however, both zero and first velocity order need to be taken into account
in order to describe the purely rotational motion. As illustrated in Fig. 3.3, the motion
of the interface is then constituted by both a translational and a rotational motion.

(a) Asymmetric distribu-
tion of the contact
points

(b) Purely rotational motion

Figure 3.3. Off–centered and asymmetric interface on the simplified structural model given a
purely rotational motion; simplified structural model, contact points,
• rotational point, boundaries, initial position

With regard to possible low–noise measures two questions arise: Which orders will dom-
inate in typical source–receiver configurations? Can the rotational motion of a structure
simply be attributed to the first velocity order with sufficient accuracy? Answering these
questions is attempted in Appendix A through numerical and experimental studies. The
studies are based on a rigid mass with asymmetrically arranged contact points excited to
rotational motion. The importance of the first velocity order is evaluated by comparing
its magnitude to the magnitudes of the other occurring velocity orders. To this end a
number of different contact point arrangements was investigated. It was found that the
first velocity order dominates by up to 10 dB in feasible cases.

It can be summarized that in the mass–controlled frequency region the zero velocity
order is able to fully describe a translational motion component. The first velocity order
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is able to describe a rotational motion component with sufficient accuracy, regardless of
the contact point distribution. In the next step it will be investigated to which extend
the order values are able to describe structural motion in the presence of bending.

3.3.1.2. Stiffness–controlled region

Increasing frequency is associated with bending motion which needs to be taken into
account in the stiffness–controlled region. With regard to the simplified structural model,
a straight line is no longer representative of the motion of the structure. Consequently,
structural bending in the stiffness–controlled region is indicated by a quarter wavelength,
see Fig. 3.1(b).

Figure 3.4. Simplified structural model in the stiffness–controlled region; simplified structural
model, boundaries, contact points, validity area of order approach

In the mass–controlled region the considered velocity orders are able to describe the
motion of the entire structure because the phase relation between the contact points
corresponds to the linear spatial velocity distributions observed for rigid body motions.
This does not apply in the stiffness–controlled region, in which a ’straight line’ can only
approximate the velocity distribution between two contact points. This is illustrated by
a so–called validity area in the simplified structural model, shown in Fig. 3.4. A rigorous
definition of the validity area is not useful due to the strong frequency dependence.

3.3.1.3. Fundamental resonance and resonance–controlled region

For the first fundamental resonance the simplified structural model is illustrated in
Fig. 3.5, where the structure exhibits half a wavelength. The validity area described
above is now confined to a small area around the contact points.

Figure 3.5. Simplified structural model at first resonance frequency; simplified structural
model, boundaries, contact points, validity area of the order approach

In the resonance–controlled frequency region more than one wavelength needs to be taken
into account to illustrate the simplified structural model, see Fig. 3.6. The relation
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3.3. Interpretation of the interface orders

Figure 3.6. Simplified structural model in the resonance–controlled frequency region; sim-
plified structural model, boundaries, contact points, validity area of the order
approach

between velocity orders and motion of the structure is not straightforward anymore.
Therefore, low–noise measures based on the interface mobilities are difficult to apply in
this frequency region.

3.3.2. Interface mobilities

The interface mobilities, as shown by Eq. (3.1.5), are given as

Ŷpq = 1
N2

N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

Ynme
−j 2πpn

N e−j
2πqm
N .

The product of the exponential terms in the expression above describes the spatial
distribution of the mobilities along the interface, and therefore represents the ’waviness’
of the interface mobilities. The interface mobilities were introduced in [10], wherefore
only their most important characteristics will be discussed here.

The relation between velocity order and force order follows Eq. (3.1.8), in which the rela-
tion between velocity and force of the same order is called equal–order interface mobility
(eqIFM) Ŷp−p. The relation between different orders is called cross–order interface mo-
bility (crossIFM) Ŷp−q. In Fig. 3.7 the waviness of the eqIFMs for a four–point interface
is shown with constant values along the main diagonal and its parallels. Thereby, the
elements of the main diagonal represent the case for coinciding excitation and response
position (n = m). Entries on diagonals parallel hereto represent equidistant spacing be-
tween response and excitation point, for example for Y12, Y23, Y34 and Y41. On the other
hand, the values on the co–diagonal and its corresponding parallel lines depend on the
difference between excitation and response position n−m. A special case is observed for
the zero eqIFM Ŷ00 in Fig. 3.7(a), where a constant value for all excitation and response
constellations is found. The waviness of crossIFMs varies along the main diagonal and
its parallels, see Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b).

As an example, given an infinite plate structure and a fully symmetric interface, all point
mobilities will be equal. In addition, the transfer mobilities for the same distance between
excitation and response position will be equal as well. These relations are described
by the eqIFMs. The remaining transfer mobilities for non–equidistant excitation and
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(a) Zero eqIFM; p = 0, q = 0 (b) First eqIFM; p = 1, q = −1

Figure 3.7. Waviness of equal–order interface mobilities

response position do vary, which is expressed by the variation of the eqIFMs along the
co–diagonals. Given non–symmetric setups due to boundary conditions and structural
discontinuities, additional crossIFMs will be required to describe the properties of the
prevailing mobility functions.

(a) CrossIFM; p = 0, q = −1 (b) CrossIFM; p = 1, q = −2

Figure 3.8. Waviness of cross–order interface mobilities
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3.4. Summary

In this chapter the mathematical principles of the interface mobility concept were de-
scribed, and the corresponding physical interpretation was given. The velocity orders
were interpreted geometrically, and it was shown that the fundamental orders, the zero
and the first velocity order, can be linked to elementary vibratory behavior in the form
of translational and rotational rigid body motion. It was found that the first velocity
order is able to describe a pure rotational motion independent of the contact point dis-
tribution on the structure with sufficient accuracy. However, with increasing frequency
the order approach is only able to describe an increasingly confined area around the
contact points.

The interpretation of the interface mobilities necessitates a separation into equal–order
interface mobilities and cross–order interface mobilities. Following the work of Bonhoff
[10], the waviness of the equal–order interface mobilities describes the mobility func-
tion for infinite and fully symmetric setups. Opposed to this the cross–order interface
mobilities must be taken into consideration in the presence of arbitrary boundaries or
structural discontinuities.
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4
Manipulation of the interface

orders – source structure

The order values of velocity and mobility, introduced and interpreted in the previous
chapter, are now analyzed regarding their influenceability by structural characteristics
or transmission properties. To do so, numerical and experimental studies need to be
carried out. In this chapter these studies are presented for the order values of the source
structure, the free velocity orders and the equal–order interface mobilities (eqIFM). First,
the underlying numerical and experimental source–models are explained, followed by the
investigation of the manipulation of the order values.

4.1. Numerical source model

In the simulated case investigations regarding possible manipulations of the interface
orders are based on a numerical source model. An assembly of a rigid steal mass,
responsible for mass–like behavior, and an aluminum plate, responsible for bending and
modal behavior, seems to fulfill the formal requirements of typical source structures listed
in Sec. 2.1.1.1. The required source activity in the form of the free velocity is generated
by a simply excitation characteristic: a single vertical point force excitation at an off–
centered position with random magnitude and phase. The connection points attach the
plate to the rigid mass, and the contact points that depict the transmission path are
arranged at the bottom plate, where possible receiver structures can be attached. The
full assembly can be found in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Numerical source model consisting of a rigid mass connected via four connection points
to a free plate with four contact points on its lower side; rigid mass, free plate,
point force, connection points, contact points

The mobility of this source structure can be calculated by the equations given in Ap-
pendix B.1 and Appendix B.2, and the point mobility of one contact point is illustrated
in Fig. 4.2. It reveals the typical frequency regions: until a frequency of about 28Hz
it displays linearly decreasing behavior, i.e. the mass–controlled frequency region. Af-
ter that, an anti–resonance is visible, followed by an increasing behavior which can be
identified as a stiffness–controlled frequency region up to a frequency of 62Hz, where
the first fundamental resonance occurs. For higher frequencies distinct resonances are
visible which define the resonance–controlled region.

The considered source model exhibits the typical frequency regions for source structures
and will be applied when investigating the source field variables and the source mobilities
in the order domain.

Figure 4.2. Point mobility of the numerical source model
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4.2. Laboratory source model

The simulated results are verified by performing corresponding measurements on a simple
laboratory source model consisting of a steel double T–girder, see Fig. 4.3. The active
source component is realized by an exciting point force normal to the structure and the
contact points to which a possible receiver structure might be attached lie on the bottom
plate of the structure.

Figure 4.3. Laboratory source model consisting of a steel double T–girder; exciting point force,
contact points

The measurements performed in order to obtain the velocities and mobilities at the
contact points are explained in Appendix C.1. In Fig. 4.4 the point mobility resulting
from a vertical point force is shown, and a large mass–controlled frequency region is
visible, indicated by the decreasing course of the mobility function. At 410Hz the anti–
resonance occurs separating the mass–controlled and the stiffness–controlled frequency
region. The first resonance frequency is visible at 565Hz, which shows that the source
structure exhibits only a small stiffness–controlled region.

Figure 4.4. Point mobility of the laboratory source model
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4.3. Velocity orders

In order to investigate the promotion, suppression or shift of single velocity orders the
numerical and laboratory source models are used as a basis. In the default setup, four
contact points are arranged on the lower side of the source structure and adjusted sym-
metrically around the center point of the source. The required excitation of the structure
is realized by a vertical point force acting at an off–centered position on the structure.
This setup, which can be seen in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3, is called default setup in the
further course of this section.
The four contact points of the default interface result in four velocity orders which need
to be considered to reproduce the motion of the contact points exactly. The four orders
are p = −2,−1, 0, 1, where positive and negative first orders can be combined.

The simulated results in Fig. 4.5(a) show that for the entire spectrum a zero and first
velocity order arises, and that the zero velocity order dominates up to a frequency
of around 400Hz. These orders, which describe a phase shift of ∆ϕ = 0 and ∆ϕ =
π/2 between adjacent contact points, correspond to rigid body motions in the mass–
controlled frequency region. Even at higher frequencies, where not only rigid body
motions but also bending motion between the contact points occurs, the combination
of zero and first velocity order is sufficient to describe the motion of the contact points.
Interestingly, the second velocity order does not arise in the simulated scenario, which
is the result of the total symmetric arrangement of the contact points.

The measured outcomes show similar trends regarding the zero and first velocity or-
der, see Fig. 4.5(b), but differ for the second velocity order. This velocity order, which
describes a constant phase shift of ∆ϕ = π between adjacent contact points, is further-
more needed to calculate the motion of the contact points, at least at high frequencies
above 2000Hz. The differences between the simulated and experimental outcomes are
the result from small inaccuracies in the measured case, leading to a slightly asymmetric
arrangement of the contact points around the center point of the source surface that
contains the interface.

Based on these results the described default setup of the source model will be altered in
order to manipulate the occurring velocity orders. First, the influence of the excitation
characteristics on the resulting velocity orders will be investigated.
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(a) Simulated velocity orders
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(b) Measured velocity orders

Figure 4.5. Velocity orders for the default interface and an off–centered excitation position;
v̂0, v̂1, v̂2

4.3.1. Variation of excitation characteristics

Starting with the modification of the default setup by varying the excitation character-
istics, the location of the point force is varied and its influence on the velocity orders
is shown. Then, the excitation type is changed, and the resulting velocity orders are
shown.

4.3.1.1. Variation of excitation position

In order to vary the excitation position two extreme cases might be obvious to analyze:
a point force excitation at the center of the source and a point force excitation acting
close to the edge of the source, see Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. The centered excitation position
will be investigated first.

The simulation results in Fig. 4.8(a) show that the zero velocity order is the only order
arising for the entire frequency region. At low frequencies corresponding to the mass–
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(a) Centered excitation (b) Excitation at the egde

Figure 4.6. Simulated variation of excitation characteristics on the numerical source model;
rigid mass, free plate, point force, connection points, contact points

(a) Centered excitation (b) Excitation at the egde

Figure 4.7. Simulated variation of excitation characteristics on the laboratory source model;
point force, contact points

controlled frequency region, the source acts as a rigid body. Relating to the zero velocity
order and the corresponding zero phase shift between adjacent contact points, only a
translational rigid body motion appears. At higher frequencies bending motion occurs,
but, due to the total symmetry of this setup, the spatial velocity at the contact points
is equal, resulting in a single zero velocity order.
The experimentally detected velocity orders for a centered excitation position show sim-
ilar trends in Fig. 4.8(b). The zero velocity order dominates but the first and second
velocity order become more influential at higher frequencies. The growing influence of
the higher orders can be explained by slightly asymmetric conditions in the measurement
setup.
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(b) Measured velocity orders

Figure 4.8. Velocity orders for the default interface and a centered excitation position; v̂0,
v̂1, v̂2

The second case that is investigated considers an excitation position close to the edge
of the source. Figure 4.9 shows the resulting velocity orders and it can be seen that in
the simulation and in the experiment the first velocity order is strengthened and yields
even higher values than the zero velocity order. Due to the larger lever arm between
excitation position and center point of the source structure a larger rotational motion
component is introduced into the structure.
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(b) Measured velocity orders

Figure 4.9. Velocity orders for the default interface and an excitation position close to the edge
of the source; v̂0, v̂1, v̂2

4.3.1.2. Variation of excitation type

In the last section the resulting velocity orders for a single point force acting at different
positions on the source structure were shown. Indeed, this kind of excitation represents a
very simple form of structural excitation and seems not very realistic. However, another
theoretical kind of excitation is the single moment excitation around a rotational axis
which lies arbitrary in the x–y–plane. In the simulation this can be realized by random
moments around x– and y–axes, see Fig. 4.10. The experimental situation can be found
in Fig. 4.11, where a force excitation at one side of the source structure is introduced
into the structure in order to generate a rotational motion.
The simulated and measured velocity orders for this kind of excitation are shown in
Fig. 4.12, where the simulated results show a first velocity order only. The explanation
for this effect can be found in the physical interpretation of the velocity orders, in which
the first velocity order was linked to the rotational motion of a structure, independent of
the location of the contact points. Here, the contact points are arranged symmetrically
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Figure 4.10. Moment excitation around the x– and y–axes of the numerical source model;
rigid mass, free plate, moment excitation, connection points, contact

points

Figure 4.11. Moment excitation of the laboratory source model; horizontal force excitation,
contact points

around the center point, so that according to Sec. 3.3.1 the motion involved equals a
pure rotational motion of the structure.

The experiment yields similar results. Until a frequency of around 700Hz the first
velocity order is the dominant order. For higher frequencies the zero and second velocity
order get more influence due to the non–symmetry of the interface. A further interesting
point is the influence of the remaining orders at very low frequencies. At about 55Hz
especially the zero velocity order has a big influence and the difference between the first
and zero velocity order magnitude is less than one order of magnitude. This might be
explained by the special measurement conditions. In order to induce a moment excitation
into the laboratory source mode, the shaker needs to be laterally attached to the source,
clearly above the center of gravity, see Appendix C. At a very low frequency, the shaker
might introduce a translational motion component where all contact points act in phase,
which is represented by an additional zero velocity order.
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Figure 4.12. Velocity orders for the default interface undergoing moment excitation; v̂0,
v̂1, v̂2

4.3.2. Variation of interface characteristics

The velocity orders might also be shifted by changing the geometric characteristics of the
interface such as size and position. Starting from the default source setup, the default
interface shall now be modified in this regard.

4.3.2.1. Variation of the interface size

First, the velocity orders for the default interface are compared to the results of an
enlarged but still symmetric interface both in the simulated and in the experimental
case. The varied interface characteristics can be seen in Fig. 4.13.
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The excitation of the default source model again consists of a vertical point force acting
at an off–centered excitation position in the simulation and in the experiment. For a
better comparison between the two interface sizes the velocity orders will be treated
separately.

(a) Numerical source model (b) Laboratory source model

Figure 4.13. Simulated and experimental variation of the interface size: rigid mass, free plate,
point force, connection points, default interface, large interface

In the simulation both interfaces are totally symmetric around the center point of the
source, which leads to a suppression of the second velocity order throughout the whole
frequency region. A comparison between the interfaces is less useful however, and will
not be made. However, the courses and variations of zero and first velocity order for
both interface sizes are quite more interesting, and can be found in Fig. 4.14. In the
mass–controlled and stiffness–controlled frequency region, the zero velocity order is equal
for both interface sizes. The translational motion component, described by this velocity
order, is independent of the contact point arrangement, see Sec. 3.3.1. However, between
60Hz and 130Hz the large interface yields slightly lower values followed by a region with
slightly higher values up to 900Hz. From then on the functions start to alternate but
they stay broadly in the same magnitude range.
In the course for the default interface, the first velocity order in the low–frequency
range is smaller than for the large interface. This signifies a lower rotational motion for
the small interface due to the lower lever arm. At higher frequencies, analogue to the
courses of the zero velocity order, the functions start to alternate but remain in the same
magnitude range.

The experimental results in Fig. 4.15 support the conclusions drawn from the simulated
outcomes. The zero velocity order is similar for both interface sizes, while the first
velocity order is slightly increased for the large interface. The second velocity order
arises in both cases, gains influence above 500Hz, and even dominates at frequencies
above 2000Hz.
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Figure 4.14. Simulated velocity orders for varying the interface size; default interface,
large interface
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Figure 4.15. Measured velocity orders for varying the interface size; default interface,
large interface
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4.3.2.2. Variation of the interface position

Now, the default setup will be varied regarding its interface position on the source.
Two variations are considered: an interface shift toward the excitation position and an
interface shift away from the excitation position. The numerical and the experimental
investigations are carried out in a slightly different way: in the simulation the interface
is shifted toward or away from the excitation position, while in the experiment the
excitation position is shifted toward or away from the contact points. Furthermore,
the simulated interfaces have the same dimensions, while in the experiment the shifted
interface has smaller dimensions, see Fig. 4.16.

(a) Numerical source model (b) Laboratory source model

Figure 4.16. Simulated and experimental variation of the interface position;
(a): Simulation; rigid mass, free plate, point force, connection points,
default interface, shifted interface toward the excitation position, shifted inter-

face away from the excitation position
(b): Measurement; excitation shifted toward the interface, excitation shifted away
from the interface, default interface, shifted interface

In Fig. 4.17 the simulated velocity orders are shown. The zero velocity order increases
for the shifted interface in the mass– and the stiffness–controlled frequency region. At
higher frequencies a general difference of the zero velocity order for both interface po-
sitions is hard to make out. In the mass-controlled frequency region this result can be
explained by means of the simplified structural model, excited by a vertical point force
at an off–centered position, see Fig. 4.18. The resulting motion of the structure exhibits
a higher translational component if the interface is shifted toward the excitation position.
The first velocity orders yield similar results in the mass–controlled and stiffness–controlled
frequency regions for both interface sizes due to equal interface dimensions. The second
velocity order only arises for the shifted interface due to the non–symmetry around the
center point of the source surface.

Figure 4.19 shows the corresponding experimentally obtained velocity orders. The zero
velocity order is slightly higher for the shifted interface. The similarity of the magnitude
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Figure 4.17. Simulated velocity orders for varying the interface position toward the excitation
position; default interface, shifted interface

is to be expected, given that the geometrical shift of the interface was only small in the
experiment. Also, because the shifted interface was smaller than the default interface in
the experiment, the corresponding first velocity order tends to be lower. The geomet-
rical difference between the interface positions was small compared to the considered
wavelengths, however, which is why the second velocity order is similar in both cases.
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Figure 4.18. Motion of the simplified structural model for different interface positions and an off–
centered point force excitation in the mass–controlled frequency region; point force,
default interface, interface shifted away from the excitation position, interface

shifted toward the excitation position, simplified structural model,
initial position

The velocity orders for an interface shifted away from the excitation position can di-
rectly be derived from the results above. Figure 4.18 shows that this interface shift will
result in a lower zero velocity order compared to the default interface. Due to equal
interface dimensions the first velocity order will not change significantly and the second
velocity order will only arise in the shifted case because of the non–symmetric interface
arrangement.
The experimental velocity orders for an excitation position shifted either away from or
toward the interface are quite similar because of the small geometrical difference between
the interfaces.
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Figure 4.19. Measured velocity orders for varying the interface position toward the excitation
position; default interface, shifted interface

4.3.3. Number of contact points

Starting with an even number of contact points, Fig. 4.20(a) shows the velocity orders
for a centered ten–point interface and a centered excitation position. The zero velocity
order dominates up to a frequency of about 500Hz, above which the second and fourth
velocity orders start to gain influence. Odd velocity orders do not occur.
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(b) Velocity orders for a centered eleven–point interface

Figure 4.20. Simulated velocity orders for a centered ten– and eleven–point interface and a cen-
tered excitation position; v̂0, v̂1, v̂2, v̂3, v̂4, v̂5

Considering an odd number of contact points, more velocity orders need to be taken
into account to restore the motion of the contact points completely. In Fig. 4.20(b) the
situation is illustrated for an eleven–point interface. Similarly to the ten–point interface,
the zero velocity order dominates, but the other occurring orders start to gain influence
at high frequencies from 500Hz on. Compared to the even–numbered case, all possible
orders are needed to describe the motion.

Shifting the interface to an asymmetric position, independent of the number of contact
points, the first velocity order starts to arise and becomes dominant. In Fig. 4.21 the
resulting velocity orders for ten contact points are shown in case of a shifted interface
position. Higher velocity orders arise but the difference between zero and first velocity
order and other orders are of about two orders of magnitude. At high frequencies, from
500Hz on, the courses are within the same magnitude range.
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Figure 4.21. Simulated velocity orders for a shifted ten–point interface and a centered excitation
position; v̂0, v̂1, v̂2, v̂3, v̂4, v̂5

4.3.4. Combined variation

So far, only single variations, either in the excitation characteristics or in the interface
characteristics were carried out. The impact of combined variations on the velocity
orders is simulated in this section.

First, the excitation position is shifted toward the center point of the structure and
the interface is shifted slightly along one axis. Second, the influence of a rotated inter-
face will be analyzed and finally the influence of the number of contact points will be
investigated.

4.3.4.1. Centered point force excitation and shifted interface

Initially the interface is shifted slightly along the x–axis, which means that two adjacent
contact points have the same distance to each axis, see Fig. 4.22. The source structure
is excited by a vertical point force acting at the center point of the upper side of the
structure. Remembering Sec. 4.3.1.1 a single point force excitation at the center point of
the source yields a single zero velocity order for the entire spectrum for a symmetrically
arranged interface. At higher frequencies all contact points still move in phase and can
therefore be described by the zero velocity order only. If the interface is shifted, a slightly
different outcome is expected.

In Fig. 4.23 the resulting velocity orders are shown. It can be seen that a zero and first
velocity order arises, and that the first velocity order gains influence in the resonance–
controlled frequency region. However, the second velocity order does not occur. The
same results can be found when the interface is shifted along the y–axis.
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Figure 4.22. Centered excitation and shifted four–point interface on the simulated source model;
rigid mass, free plate, point force, connection points, shifted interface

Figure 4.23. Simulated velocity orders for a shifted interface along the x–axis and a centered
excitation position; v̂0, v̂1, v̂2

4.3.4.2. Centered point force excitation and rotated interface

Now, the interface is rotated slightly around the center point of the source structure,
as shown in Fig. 4.24. Here, opposite contact points have equal distances to each axis.
Again, the source structure is excited a the center point of the upper side of the source
by a vertical point force.

The resulting velocity orders are shown in Fig. 4.25, and it can be seen that two velocity
orders arise. Contrary to the shifted interface case in Sec. 4.3.4.1, the second velocity
order arises instead of the first velocity order. At low frequencies, where the source struc-
ture carries out the translational motion, the second velocity order has little influence
but gains importance with increasing frequency. In the resonance–controlled frequency
region the zero and second velocity order are broadly in the same magnitude range.
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4.3. Velocity orders

Figure 4.24. Centered excitation and rotated four–point interface on simulated source model;
rigid mass, free plate, point force, connection points, rotated interface

Figure 4.25. Simulated velocity orders for a rotated interface and a centered excitation position;
v̂0, v̂1, v̂2
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4.4. Interface mobilities of source structures

The manipulation of the eqIFMs of source structure is subject of this section, based on
the numerical and the laboratory source model. First, a variation of interface charac-
teristics like size and position is executed, and afterwards the number of contact points
and their influence on the eqIFMs is investigated.

4.4.1. Variation of interface characteristics

4.4.1.1. Variation of the interface size

The investigated interface sizes are the same as described in Sec. 4.3.2.1, see Fig. 4.13.
Again, four contact points are arranged symmetrically around the center point of the
source, and the default interface has smaller dimensions than the large interface. Again,
the combination of positive and negative first eqIFM are averaged and referred to as
first eqIFM.

Figure 4.26 shows the simulated equal–order interface mobilities for both interfaces. The
zero eqIFM is equal in magnitude at low frequencies for both interface sizes, which is
explained by means of the simplified structural model in Fig. 4.27. The zero eqIFM
sets the resulting zero velocity order at the contact points in relation to the exciting
zero force order. Thereby, the zero force order represents spatial in–phase forces at the
contact points, which is represented by two arrows at the contact points, pointing in the
same direction. It can be seen that the motion excited by two in–phase point forces at
the contact points is independent on the interface size resulting in an equal zero eqIFM.
According to Fig. 4.26 this does not apply in the stiffness–controlled region, where the
large interface yields higher values. At even higher frequencies the function courses stay
in the same magnitude range.

The first eqIFM, which links the first force order with the first velocity order, shows
higher values for the large interface. Again, this is explained by means of the simplified
structural model in Fig. 4.28. The first force order is characterized by a phase shift
of ∆ϕ = π for a two–point interface and therefore reveals an out–of–phase point force
excitation illustrated by oppositely pointing arrows. Due to the increased lever arm
of the large interface the resulting rotational motion is higher compared to the small
interface. According to Fig. 4.26 this result can be transferred to the stiffness–controlled
region and to parts of the resonance–controlled region. For frequencies above 400Hz the
courses converge.

The course of the second eqIFM shows increasing behavior for increasing frequency.
Furthermore, the large interface yields a higher second eqIFM than the small interface.
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(c) Second equal–order interface mobility

Figure 4.26. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface size on the source
structure; default interface, large interface

The results for the experimental investigation can be found in Fig. 4.29, where the zero
eqIFM shows results in the same magnitude range for both interface sizes.
The first eqIFM yields slightly higher values for the large interface, especially at low
frequencies due to the increased lever arm and the associated increased rotational mo-
tion. At higher frequencies a small difference between both interface sizes is still visible,
however.
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Figure 4.27. Motion of the simplified structural model for two different interface sizes, excited at
the contact points by in–phase point forces;
in–phase point forces, default interface, large interface, simplified structural

model, initial position

Figure 4.28. Motion of simplified structural model for two different interface sizes, excited at the
contact points by out–of–phase point forces;

out–of–phase point forces, default interface, large interface, simplified
structural model, initial position

The course of the second eqIFM of the large interface shows higher values, and it can
be stated that the experimental results confirms the simulation for all eqIFMs.

So far, it was shown that the first and second eqIFM can be shifted by changing the
dimensions of the interface. Another way of manipulating the orders is to change the
position of the interface on the structure, which is discussed in the following.
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Figure 4.29. Measured equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface size on the source
structure; default interface, large interface
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4.4.1.2. Variation of the interface position

The impact of the interface position on the eqIFM is investigated by comparing the
corresponding results for the default and shifted interface, analogously to Sec. 4.3.2.2.

The simulated results in Fig. 4.30 show that the zero eqIFM yields slightly higher values
for the shifted interface position, at least up to a frequency of about 1000Hz. For low fre-
quencies this effect can be explained by means of the simplified structural model shown
in Fig. 4.31, where two interface positions, a centered interface and a shifted interface,
are compared. In the case of the centered interface the zero force order results in a pure
translational motion of the structure. In the case of a shifted interface an additional
rotational motion occurs due to the non–symmetry of the contact points. A so–called
cross–order interface mobility (crossIFM) Ŷ10 arises, linking a zero force order and a
first velocity order. However, these crossIFMs need to be neglected in order to apply
the source descriptor concept and are not further investigated. However, the occurrence
of the crossIFM results in a slightly decreased zero eqIFM for the shifted interface.
The simulated first eqIFM shows equal values for both interface positions at very low
and very high frequencies. In Fig. 4.32 the simplified structural model is shown, and the
excitation by the first force order at the contact points is illustrated by two arrows point-
ing in opposite directions. For both interface positions the resulting rotational motion
component is equal due to equal interface dimensions. According to Fig. 4.30 increasing
the frequency leads to higher values of the first eqIFM for the shifted interface. At higher
frequencies the courses converge again, yielding the same magnitude for both interface
positions.
The function courses of the second eqIFMs increase with increasing frequency. Further-
more, at low and mid frequencies the result for the shifted interface yields higher values
than the default case, leading to a strengthening of the second eqIFM due to the asym-
metric contact point distribution. When the frequency increases, the function courses
converge.
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(a) Zero equal–order interface mobility
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(b) First equal–order interface mobility
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(c) Second equal–order interface mobility

Figure 4.30. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface position on the
source structure; default interface, shifted interface
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Figure 4.31. Motion of simplified structural model for two different interface sizes, excited at the
contact points by in–phase point forces;

in–phase point forces, default interface, shifted interface, simplified struc-
tural model, initial position

Figure 4.32. Motion of simplified structural model for two different interface positions, excited at
the contact points by out–of–phase point forces;

out–of–phase point forces, default interface, shifted interface, simplified
structural model, initial position

The measurement yields slightly different results, see Fig. 4.33. The simulated increase of
the zero eqIFM in the shifted interface case cannot be validated by the experimental re-
sults. Furthermore, very similar spectra are seen which differ only in the anti–resonance
frequency. The similarity of these results is owed to the experimental setup, where the
variation of the interface positions is actually quite small compared to the considered
wavelengths, see Sec. 4.3.2.2.
The first eqIFM, similar for both positions in the simulation, yields smaller results at
low frequencies for the shifted interface due to slightly smaller interface dimensions. For
higher frequencies the courses converge.
The second eqIFM shows slightly smaller values for the shifted interface, which contra-
dicts the simulation. Again, an explanation can be found in the smaller dimensions of
the shifted interface. As shown in the investigation on the interface size in Fig. 4.26 and
Fig. 4.29, smaller interface dimensions lead to a smaller second eqIFM.
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Figure 4.33. Measured equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface position on the
source structure; default interface, shifted interface
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4.4.2. Number of contact points

Considering higher number of contact points, more eqIFMs occur. In Fig. 4.34 the
resulting eqIFM for a ten–point interface are shown. It can be seen that only the zero
and first eqIFM show a typical source point mobility behavior with distinctive anti–
resonances and resonances. Higher orders resemble the function course of the second
eqIFM: a constantly increasing function course and slight resonances at high frequencies.
As might be expected, the higher order values gain influence at higher frequencies.
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Figure 4.34. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for centered ten–point interface; Ŷ00,
Ŷ1−1, Ŷ2−2, Ŷ3−3, Ŷ4−4, Ŷ5−5

4.5. Summary

The appearance of distinct velocity orders was investigated and possible manipulations
of these values depending on excitation and interface characteristics were analyzed.
Thereby, the occurrence of the single velocity orders depends on the excitation char-
acteristics and the geometrical characteristic of the interface.

Considering a centered interface and a fully symmetric source–model, the following re-
sults can be summarized. The zero velocity order is generally linked to normal force
excitation, independent of the excitation position. For the special case of a centered
normal force excitation, the zero velocity order is dominating for all frequencies. For
any off–centered excitation position, the first velocity order arises due to the additional
moment excitation introduced into the structure by the force and its corresponding lever
arm. In the special case of pure moment excitation, the first velocity order dominates
for all considered frequencies.
For a centered interface and asymmetric source–model characteristics, which allies in
case of a centered but rotated interface, the second velocity order needs to be taken into
account.
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4.5. Summary

In case of arbitrary off–centered interface and asymmetric source model characteristics,
all occurring orders need to be taken into account. However, zero and first velocity
order dominate for the mass– and stiffness–controlled frequencies, while higher orders
gain influence for higher frequencies.

Furthermore, manipulations of the equal–order interface mobilities of a typical source
structure were investigated and their influenceability was confirmed. Depending on the
frequency region, different results can be achieved. In the mass–controlled region varying
the interface size strengthens the first and second equal–order interface mobility, while
shifting the interface results in slightly increased zero and second equal–order interface
mobility. In the stiffness–controlled region both, increasing the interface size and shifting
the interface position, result in increased zero, first and second equal–order interface
mobility and in the resonance–controlled region the function courses converge.
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5
Manipulation of the interface

orders – receiver structure

In order to calculate the complex power between a source and a receiver structure, not
only the velocity orders and eqIFMs of the source structure need to be known. Also the
eqIFMs of the receiver structure have an impact on the transmission process. Therefore,
the influence of different interface characteristics on the eqIFMs of the receiver structure
will be investigated analogously to the investigation done on the source structure.

Fulford and Gibbs described in [23] that typical receiver structures behave like plates and
are characterized by some kind of mounting at the edges, for which no mass–controlled
frequency region is found in the point mobility, see Fig. 5.1. This is confirmed in various
publications [11, 23, 29] and standardization work [30].

Figure 5.1. Typical point mobility of receiver structures, cf. [23]

Now, two receiver structures will be analyzed which approve the above assumptions: a
simply supported plate and a rib–stiffened aluminum plate with infinite dimensions.
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5.1. Simulated receiver structures

Simply supported plate
The mobility calculation of a simply supported rectangular plate follows the equations for
finite plates in Appendix B.1, and its corresponding point mobility is shown in Fig. 5.2.
A stiffness–controlled region up to 32Hz can be found, which corresponds to the first
fundamental resonance frequency. For higher frequencies the modal behavior of the plate
is visible.
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Figure 5.2. Point mobility of a simulated receiver structure: simply supported plate

Rib–stiffened infinite plate
A periodically ribbed aluminum plate with infinite dimensions is considered. The ribs
are simulated as aluminum beam structures from mobility functions following Eq. (B.3),
and the spatial mobility functions of the periodically ribbed structure can be calculated
based on the reactive force model shown in Appendix B.3.
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Figure 5.3. Point mobility of a simulated receiver rib–stiffened plate for two points; point on
stiffener, point between stiffeners, infinite beam, infinite plate
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5.2. Experimental receiver structures

In Fig. 5.3 corresponding point mobility functions are shown, and furthermore the point
mobilities of the non–stiffened infinite plate and the infinite stiffening beam are displayed.
The point that lies directly on the beam stiffeners shows the behavior of an infinite beam,
and, in contrary, the point mobility of the point that lies between two stiffeners follows
the point mobility of the infinite plate.

5.2. Experimental receiver structures

Simply supported plate
The experimental simply supported plate is an aluminum plate with a continuous groove
cut very closely toward the edges of the plate, see Fig. 5.4. This lowers the local bending
stiffness and as a result the plate inside the groove can be considered as simply supported,
see [68].

(a) Experimental simply sup-
ported plate

(b) Simply supported bound-
ary condition

Figure 5.4. Experimental receiver structure: simply supported plate

The point mobility of the simply supported plate is shown in Fig. 5.5. An increasing
course in the mobility function is visible up to a frequency of 33Hz. At this frequency
the first fundamental resonance occurs, which fits very well to the simulation, where a
resonance frequency of 31.9Hz was calculated. For higher frequencies resonances and
anti–resonances alternate.
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Figure 5.5. Point mobility of the experimental receiver structure: simply supported plate

Rib–stiffened infinite plate
The experimental rib–stiffened plate equals an aluminum plate onto which four aluminum
beam stiffeners are welded at a distance of 0.45m. The edges of the plate are embedded in
sand in order to damp global resonances and to prevent reflections from the boundaries,
which corresponds to the boundary conditions of infinite structures. This kind of receiver
structure is illustrated in Fig. 5.66.

Figure 5.6. Experimental receiver structure: rib–stiffened plate

In Fig. 5.7 four point mobilities are shown, corresponding to the numerical investigations
in Fig. 5.3. The point mobility of a point lying directly on a beam stiffener resembles the
function course of the corresponding infinite beam point mobility. The point mobility
of a contact point inbetween two beam stiffeners shows a plate–like behavior.

6This picture was taken in the course of a master’s thesis [69]
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Figure 5.7. Point mobilities of the experimental receiver structure: infinite rib–stiffened plate;
point on stiffener, point between stiffeners, infinite beam (analytical),
infinite plate (analytical)

5.3. Interface mobilities of receiver structures

5.3.1. Variation of interface characteristics

The variation of interface characteristics is divided into two parts. In the first part the
effects of enlarging the interface will be shown, and in the second part the manipulation
of the eqIFMs by changing the interface position will be investigated.

5.3.1.1. Variation of the interface size

Changing the interface size on the receiver types is executed in a slightly different way.
In the case of the simply supported plate the default interface consists of four contact
points which are arranged symmetrically around the center point of the structure. The
eqIFMs are calculated and compared to an enlarged interface which is still arranged
symmetrically around the center point. In the case of the infinite rib–stiffened plate
of course a center point does not exist, wherefore an interface arranged symmetrically
between two beam stiffeners is chosen as the default interface. The large interface is
realized by positioning the contact points such that they are separated by two adjacent
beam stiffeners. The variation of the interface size for both receiver types can be found
in Fig. 5.8.
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(a) Simply supported plate (b) Rib–stiffened plate

Figure 5.8. Simulated and experimental variation of the interface size on both receiver structures;
plate structure, ribbing beams, default interface, large interface

Simply supported plate
The simulation results in Fig. 5.9 show that the large interface yields a lower zero eqIFM
than the small interface at low and mid frequencies. This is due to the zero velocity
boundary condition of this receiver structure. The closer the contact point position at
the boundaries, the less velocity results from an exciting point force at a contact point.
For increasing frequency the boundaries become less influential, and the modal behavior
of the plate dominates, resulting in a convergence of the eqIFMs for the small and the
large interface.
The resulting first eqIFM shows only small differences between both interfaces. This
contradicts the results from Sec. 4.3.2.1 and Sec. 4.4.1.1, where an increase of the inter-
face size resulted in an increase of the first eqIFM. Again, the zero velocity boundary
dominates such that the motion close to the edges is suppressed.
For the second eqIFM however it is found that the large interface yields higher values
at low frequencies. For even larger interfaces the second eqIFM is governed by the zero
velocity boundary and decreases.

The experiment directly confirms the numerical results, see Fig. 5.10, at least in the low
frequency region. The zero eqIFM shows slightly lower values for the large interface, as
seen before in the simulation. As described above, this is due to the simply supported
boundary condition.
The first eqIFM shows higher values for the large interface. Unlike the simulation the
boundary condition has no influence on the results of the large interface and an increased
lever arm provides an increased rotational motion.
At last, the second eqIFM is higher for the large interface, which again is a confirmation
of the numerical results.
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Figure 5.9. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface size on a simply
supported plate; default interface, large interface
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(a) Zero equal–order interface mobility
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Figure 5.10. Measured equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface size on a simply
supported plate; default interface, large interface
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Rib–stiffened plate
The first and second order of the simulated eqIFMs in Fig. 5.11 tend to increase toward
100Hz, with higher magnitude for the large interface. The zero eqIFM for both interface
sizes stays almost in the same magnitude range. This coincides with the results for the
eqIFMs of source structures, see Sec. 4.4.
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Figure 5.11. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface size on a rib–
stiffened plate; default interface, large interface
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The corresponding experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.12 and it is found that they
validate the numerical outcomes in general.
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(a) Zero equal–order interface mobility
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Figure 5.12. Measured equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface size on a rib–
stiffened plate; default interface, large interface
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A further way of varying the interface size is to rearrange the interface in such a way
that all contact points lie directly on beam stiffeners, see Fig. 5.13.

Figure 5.13. Additional variation of the interface position on a rib–stiffened plate; plate struc-
ture, ribbing beams, default interface, additional interface

All occurring eqIFMs are thus reduced, as seen in Fig. 5.14. For the second eqIFM the
reduction occurs even at very low frequencies, while the zero and first eqIFM are reduced
above 20Hz.

Figure 5.14. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for additional variation of interface posi-
tion on a rib–stiffened plate; default interface: Ŷ00, Ŷ1−1, Ŷ2−2, contact
points lie directly on beam stiffener: Ŷ00, Ŷ1−1, Ŷ2−2

5.3.1.2. Variation of the interface position

In case of the simply supported plate the default interface, as defined above, consists
of four contact points which are arranged symmetrically around the center point of the
structure. Considering the infinite rib–stiffened plate the default interface is character-
ized by the position between two adjacent rib stiffeners. Additionally, a shifted interface
position on both receiver types is analyzed and the resulting eqIFMs are compared. In
case of the simply supported plate the interface is shifted randomly across the structure,
while in case of the rib–stiffened plate the interface is shifted such that the contact points
are separated by one beam stiffener, see Fig. 5.15.
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Chapter 5. Manipulation of the interface orders – receiver structure

(a) Simply supported plate (b) Rib–stiffened plate

Figure 5.15. Simulated variation of the interface position on a simply supported and a rib–
stiffened plate; plate structure, ribbing beams, default interface, shifted
interface

Simply supported plate
In Fig. 5.16 the eqIFMs of the default interface and the shifted interface are directly
compared and, in general, no significant distinction can be found for any occurring
eqIFM. Due to identical interface dimensions the respective eqIFMs show similar behav-
ior. The translational and rotational motion component, represented by the zero and
first eqIFM respectively, coincide, which also applies for the second eqIFM. Shifting the
interface even closer to the boundaries of the structure, which is not shown here, smaller
eqIFMs due to the zero velocity boundary condition are the result. At higher frequencies
however, the influence of the boundaries vanishes and the courses converge.

The experimental results can be found in Fig. 5.17 and they show good agreement with
the numerical results. All considered orders show similar behavior for both interface
positions on the receiver structures. Slight differences in the mid frequency region are
found in case of the zero and first eqIFM. Again, equal interface dimensions yield similar
outcomes for the eqIFMs irrespective of the boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.16. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface position on a
simply supported plate; default interface, shifted interface
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Figure 5.17. Measured equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface position on a
simply supported plate; default interface, shifted interface
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Rib–stiffened plate
In Fig. 5.18 the simulated eqIFMs for the default and shifted interface on the rib–stiffened
plate are shown. Zero and first eqIFMs show only slight differences at mid frequencies,
in which the shifted interface yields higher values. Considering the second eqIFMs the
shifted interface yields higher results up to a frequency of 200Hz.
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Figure 5.18. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface position on a
rib–stiffened plate; default interface, shifted interface
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The corresponding experimental results can be found in Fig. 5.19. No clear trend can
be identified for any order, however.
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Figure 5.19. Measured equal–order interface mobilities for varying the interface position on a
rib–stiffened plate; default interface, shifted interface
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5.3.2. Number of contact points

Considering a higher number of contact points, more order values need to be taken into
account to describe the spatial mobility of the structure. The eqIFMs for ten contact
points are shown in Fig. 5.20 for both receiver structures. The same trends described
in the case of the velocity orders and eqIFMs of the source structure are found. The
zero and first eqIFM are dominant at low frequencies, while higher eqIFMs gain more
influence with increasing frequency. In the resonance–controlled frequency region all
occurring order values are in the same magnitude range.
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Figure 5.20. Simulated equal–order interface mobilities for a centered ten–point interface on the
considered receiver structures; Ŷ00, Ŷ1−1, Ŷ2−2, Ŷ3−3, Ŷ4−4,

Ŷ5−5
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5.4. Summary

The possibilities of manipulating the equal–order interface mobilities of two receiver
structures, a simply supported plate and a rib–stiffened plate with infinite dimensions,
were discussed.
Considering the simply supported plate, changing the interface dimension or shifting the
interface position leads to very similar outcomes. The closer the contact point position
at the boundary, the lower the equal–order interface mobility that is obtained. However,
when increasing the frequency the boundaries become less influential and the modal
behavior of the plate dominates.
In case of the infinite rib–stiffened plate varying the interface size gives similar results
compared to the already shown equal–order interface mobilities of source structures.
Only slight differences between the interfaces can be obtained when varying the interface
position. In the special case that all contact points lie directly on beam stiffeners, a
decreasing tendency for all occurring equal–order interface mobilities can be found.
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6
Complex power in terms of

interface mobilities

In the previous chapter single order values with direct influence on the complex power
were analyzed: free source velocity orders and eqIFMs were studied separately regard-
ing their properties. These order values are furthermore the constituents of the source
descriptor and the coupling function, and the question arises, how the manipulation of
the single order values affects the source descriptor and the coupling function orders.
Therefore, the source descriptor orders, which are able to describe the source character-
istics, and the coupling function orders, which describe the transmission process, will be
analyzed by means of a numerical investigation. The combination of these order values,
the complex power orders, will be investigated in the last part of this chapter.

6.1. Source characterization

The source descriptor concept was introduced for the special case of only one single
contact point and one component of motion [12]. For multi–point cases further extensions
are required, for example the interface mobility concept. According to Eq. (3.2.4) the
order representation of the source descriptor includes the free velocity orders and the
eqIFMs of the source structure

Sp = 1
2
|v̂p,FS |2

Ŷ ∗p−p,S
.
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Chapter 6. Complex power

The source descriptor for the multi–point case results from summing up the single order
values, see Eq. (3.2.4), and thus a frequency dependent single value can be specified
in order to characterize the structure–borne sound source. This value resembles the
characteristic power described in Sec. 2.1.2 in the case that the cross–order terms in the
interface mobility concept can be neglected, cf. [10]. As an example the source descriptor
is calculated via the interface mobility concept for the previously discussed default source
setup consisting of a rigid mass connected via four connection points to a plate with free
boundary conditions, see Sec. 4.1. The excitation of the structure is realized by a vertical
point force acting at an off–centered position on the source structure. Furthermore, a
symmetrically arranged four–point interface is considered, which prevents the occurrence
of cross–order interface mobilities. The source descriptor orders and the characteristic
power are calculated and compared in Fig. 6.1. A good agreement between both values
can be found, which emphasizes the strong connection between source descriptor orders
and the characteristic power.
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Figure 6.1. Sum of source descriptor orders and characteristic power; sum of source descriptor
orders

∑
Sp, characteristic power Sc

The source descriptor orders for the previously discussed default source setup are shown
in Fig. 6.2. Two orders arise, namely the zero and the first source descriptor order. As
before, positive and negative first orders are arithmetically combined and are illustrated
by its positive order. The second source descriptor order, which should arise given four
contact points in general, equals zero in this setup due to the symmetric arrangement of
the contact points.
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Figure 6.2. Simulated source descriptor orders for an off–centered excitation position; S0,
S1, S2

6.1.1. Varying excitation characteristics

Varying the excitation only affects the velocity orders, see Sec. 4.3, while the correspond-
ing eqIFMs are independent of the excitation. Therefore, the results for the velocity
orders when manipulating the excitation characteristics can directly be assigned to the
source descriptor orders.

Relocating the exciting point force to the center of the source surface resulted in a sole
zero velocity order with no occurrence of first and second velocity orders, see Fig. 4.8.
The same applies for the source descriptor orders, see Fig. 6.3, where only the zero source
descriptor order remains due to the non–arising of first and second velocity order.
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Figure 6.3. Simulated source descriptor orders for a centered excitation position; S0,
S1, S2

By shifting the exciting force close to the edge of the structure, an increased lever arm
between excitation position and center point of the source surface increases the first
velocity order, see Fig. 4.5, and the first source descriptor order. As a consequence, a
sole moment excitation showed a single first velocity order in Fig. 4.12 and a sole source
descriptor order, see Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4. Simulated source descriptor orders for single moment excitation; S0, S1,
S2

The variation of excitation characteristics directly influences distinct source descrip-
tor orders and naturally is a promising approach for manipulating the complex power
orders. However, changing the interface characteristics on the source structure might
also influence the resulting source descriptor orders, which will be investigated in the
following.

6.1.2. Varying interface characteristics

Changing the interface characteristics possibly changes the velocity orders and eqIFMs
of the source structure. In order to analyze the influence on the source descriptor orders,
two different factors will be investigated: the interface size and the interface position.

6.1.2.1. Variation of the interface size

The investigations in this section resemble the investigations made in Sec. 4.3.2, where
the velocity orders have been analyzed. Starting with the default source setup, sym-
metrically arranged contact points and off–centered vertical point force excitation, the
resulting source descriptor orders are compared to a source setup with enlarged interface
dimensions.

Figure 6.5 shows the source descriptor orders for both interface sizes. The zero source
descriptor order shows smaller values for the large interface at mid frequencies, while the
function courses are otherwise very similar. The first source descriptor order shows no
significant differences between the interface sizes for the entire spectrum. However, small
variations appear at mid frequencies of around 100Hz up to 200Hz. The second source
descriptor order does not occur for this setup due to the symmetry of the structure and
the contact point arrangement.
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(a) Zero source descriptor order
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Figure 6.5. Simulated source descriptor orders for varying the interface size; default interface,
large interface

In order to interpret these results the investigations in Chapter 4 need to be taken into
account. Varying the interface size yielded almost no difference in the zero velocity order
but an increase of the first velocity order. However, both the zero and the first equal–
order interface mobility revealed slightly higher results for the large interface. In case
of the zero source descriptor order the slight increase of the eqIFM lowers the source
descriptor order at mid frequencies. The increase of both first velocity order and first
eqIFM results in no significant change of the first source descriptor order.

Summing up all source descriptor orders, the total value characterizing the structure–
borne sound source can be calculated. In Fig. 6.6 the summation of the occurring source
descriptor orders for the default and the large interface shows that only small differences
can be found.
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Figure 6.6. Simulated comparison of the source descriptor for varying the interface size;
default interface, large interface

6.1.2.2. Variation of the interface position

A further manipulation of the source structure can be performed by changing the inter-
face position on the structure. Again, the default interface on the default source setup
is used as starting point, and the resulting source descriptor orders are compared to the
ones for a shifted interface position. Hereby two possible ways of shifting the interface
are used, which resembles the approach made in Sec. 4.3.2. A shift toward the excitation
position and away from the excitation position results in slight differences in the first
velocity order. Here, the influence of a interface shifted toward the excitation position
will be investigated only. The results for the shift away from the excitation position can
directly be derived from the velocity order shift discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.

In Fig. 6.7 the corresponding source descriptor orders are shown, and for low frequencies
a slight increase of the zero source descriptor order for the shifted interface is visible.
As seen in Sec. 4.3.2.2, the zero velocity order as well as the zero eqIFM of the source
structure increase when the interface is shifted toward the excitation position. Here, the
increasing velocity order in the nominator seems to dominate the zero source descriptor
over the increased eqIFM in the denominator, yielding a higher value. For mid and high
frequencies the courses converge.
The first source descriptor order is very similar for both interface positions, although
the peaks differ severely due to different anti–resonance frequencies in the eqIFM, see
Fig. 4.30. The decreased values for the first source descriptor order of the shifted interface
position between 10Hz and 60Hz coincide with the decreased values for the first eqIFM.
The second source descriptor order only arises for the shifted interface due to the non–
symmetry around the center point of the source surface that contains the interface.

The results for an interface shifted away from the excitation position will not be shown
explicitly here. The results for this setup can be derived from the investigations made
before: changing the interface position on the structure yields different zero velocity
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Figure 6.7. Simulated source descriptor orders for varying the interface position toward the exci-
tation position; default interface, shifted interface

orders depending on the shift of the interface. A shift toward the excitation position
increases the zero velocity order, while shifting the interface away from the excitation
position decreases the zero velocity order, see Sec. 4.3.2.2.
From the behavior of the velocity orders and the eqIFMs of the source, the arising source
descriptor orders can be explained. A shift of the interface toward the excitation position
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increases the zero source descriptor order, while moving away results in a decreased zero
source descriptor order.

In Fig. 6.8 the sum of all source descriptor orders of the default interface and the interface
shifted toward the excitation position are shown. Only small differences can be seen
at low frequencies, where slightly larger values for the shifted interface are obtained.
Increasing the frequency leads to a convergence of the function courses.
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Figure 6.8. Simulated comparison of the source descriptor for varying the interface position;
default interface, shifted interface

6.1.3. Number of contact points

The behavior and influence of higher orders is investigated by simulating an interface
with ten contact points, arranged symmetrically around the center point of the default
source setup. Considering a vertical point force excitation at an off–centered position,
the resulting source descriptor orders are shown in Fig. 6.9(a). Furthermore, the source
descriptor orders for a ten–point interface shifted toward the excitation position are
shown in Fig. 6.9(b).

For both interface positions the zero and first source descriptor order are dominant at low
and mid frequencies. In both cases higher source descriptor orders p > 1 are insignificant
below the fundamental resonance frequency. For frequencies above, higher orders gain
more influence.
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Figure 6.9. Simulated source descriptor orders for a centered and a shifted ten–point interface
given an off–centered excitation position; S0, S1, S2, S3, S4,

S5

6.2. Transmission process

So far, this chapter has dealt with the characterization of the source itself. Now, the
transmission between source and receiver shall be analyzed.

The coupling function, as seen in Eq. (3.2.6), consists of only passive characteristics of
the source and the receiver structure, and can be calculated via the following equation

Cf,p =
Ŷ ∗p−p,SŶp−p,R

|Ŷp−p,S + Ŷp−p,R|2
.

This value can be seen as a filter that describes how the single source descriptor orders
are transformed into complex power orders. Considering the phase differences between
the eqIFMs of source and receiver

∆ϕp−p = ϕp−p,R − ϕp−p,S , (6.2.1)
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the equation for the coupling function can be reformulated according to [12]. It then
depends upon the ratio of source and receiver eqIFM magnitude and the phase difference
∆ϕp−p

Cf,p = αp−pe
j∆ϕp−p

α2
p−p + 2αp−p cos (∆ϕp−p) + 1

, (6.2.2)

where αp−p = |Ŷp−p,R|
|Ŷp−p,S|

.

In order to get a detailed look at the coupling function orders and the transmission
process, these two equations will be investigated in more detail. First, the dependence of
the power transmission from the magnitude and phase difference between the eqIFMs of
source and receiver will be analyzed. Second, a possible reduction of power transmission
through a decoupling of the orders is investigated.

6.2.1. General approach

At first a general approach is carried out regarding the possible magnitude and phase
differences of the eqIFMs, see Eq. (6.2.2). In the spatial domain differences between
the mobility function of the source and the receiver structure and their influence on the
transmission process have been shown in [12]. The results there can be transferred to
the order domain. The phase distribution of an eqIFM, irrespective of source or receiver
structure, lies between ±π/2, wherefore a maximum phase difference of ∆ϕp−p = π can
be obtained. In Fig. 6.10 the coupling function order is plotted over α for different phase
differences ∆ϕp−p.

Maximum coupling occurs if the ratio of the magnitudes for source and receiver eqIFMs
are equal and the phase difference equals its maximum value ∆ϕ = π. This arises in
the case of complex conjugated and purely imaginary values for the eqIFMs which is
physically impossible however, see [12]. The ratio α = 1 occurs when the magnitudes
of the eqIFMs for source and receiver structure are identical. Then, the mobility orders
are called ’matched’ eqIFMs, and the power transmission is influenced by the source
descriptor order and the coupling function order. For significant differences between the
magnitudes of these eqIFMs, they are called ’mismatched’ and a low coupling is the
result. This corresponds to the concept of constant force and constant velocity source,
see Sec. 2.2.1, in the order domain.

High mismatching between the eqIFMs is required in order to characterize the corre-
sponding order value as a constant force order source or velocity order source. In case
that the eqIFM of the source structure is much higher than the corresponding eqIFM
of the receiver, Ŷp−p,S >> Ŷp−p,R, a constant force order source can be assumed. In the
opposite case, Ŷp−p,S << Ŷp−p,R, a constant velocity order source arises. The equations
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Figure 6.10. Level of coupling function order for various phase differences; ∆ϕp−p = ±π,
∆ϕp−p = ±5π/6, ∆ϕp−p = ±3π/4, ∆ϕp−p = ±π/2,
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simplification: constant force order source, constant velocity order source

for the transmitted power can be obtained from Eq. (3.2.8) and transferred to the order
domain. In case of a constant force order source the transmitted power orders can be
determined by

Wp = N2

2 |F̂p,R|
2 Re

{
Ŷp−p,R

}
(6.2.3)

and for a constant velocity order source the transmitted power order follows as

Wp = N2

2 |v̂p,Sf|
2 Re

{
1

Ŷp−p,R

}
. (6.2.4)

These approaches appear as linear curves when expressed in decibels. They are inde-
pendent of the phase difference and as seen in Fig. 6.10, they under– or overestimate the
predicted transmission depending on the actual phase difference between the eqIFMs.
In the case of very similar eqIFMs the above assumptions are not valid and the simpli-
fications are not applicable.

6.2.2. Reduction of the order coupling

The discussion above leads to the following procedure for the reduction of coupling.
Comparing the magnitudes of the eqIFMs of source and receiver yields an indicator for
the coupling strength. Single order coupling can directly be estimated even for very
similar eqIFM magnitudes. Changing the interface characteristics in such a way that
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previously matched eqIFMs turn into mismatched ones, the coupling for a given order
can be reduced.

In the following a few combinations of source and receiver structures are investigated, and
different interface positions and interface sizes are analyzed regarding minimal coupling
between the involved structures. The numerical source model described in Sec. 4.1
thereby acts as the source and the discussed receiver types, the simply supported plate
and the infinite rib–stiffened plate from Sec. 5.1, serve as receiver structures respectively.
On the assumption that the lowest possible coupling is desired, the combination with
the highest mismatch is expedient.

Simply supported plate
The coupling between the source structure and the simply supported plate is investigated
first. A centered four–point interface and a shifted four–point interface are considered
on each structure, symmetrically arranged around the respective center point and with
equal dimensions. The comparison between the coupling function orders of these two
interface sizes is exemplarily done in parts of the mass– and stiffness–controlled region.
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Figure 6.11. Zero alpha order and corresponding zero coupling function order for varying the
interface position on a simply supported plate; centered interface, shifted
interface
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In Fig. 6.11 the zero alpha order and the corresponding coupling function order for both
considered interface positions are shown. It can be seen that the zero alpha value of the
centered interface shows higher values, representing a higher mismatch between the zero
eqIFMs of source and receiver. This results in a lower coupling function order for the
centered interface.

The first alpha and coupling function order is shown in Fig. 6.12. Again, the centered
interface shows a higher mismatch, resulting in a lower coupling function order.
Figure 6.13 shows the second order values of alpha and coupling function. The second
alpha order of the shifted interface exhibits good matching between source and receiver
eqIFM, resulting in a slightly higher coupling function order.
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Figure 6.12. First alpha order and corresponding first coupling function order for varying the
interface position on a simply supported plate; centered interface, shifted
interface

The resonant behavior of the analyzed receiver structure allows matching conditions at
distinct frequencies. This affects the coupling function orders such that coupling peaks
at distinct frequencies can be obtained.
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Figure 6.13. Second alpha order and corresponding second coupling function order for varying the
interface position on a simply supported plate; centered interface, shifted
interface
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Rib–stiffened plate
Now, the coupling between the numerical source model and the simulated infinite rib–
stiffened plate is investigated regarding a manipulation of the interface size. A compari-
son between the coupling function orders of the default centered four–point interface and
an enlarged centered four–point interface is drawn. Thereby, the interface dimensions
are increased such that the contact points lie directly on beam stiffeners. This leads to
a strong decrease of the resulting eqIFMs of the receiver structure, see Fig. 5.14.

The zero alpha order and corresponding zero coupling function order can be found in
Fig. 6.14. When comparing the magnitude of the value of the zero alpha order, no clear
trend is visible, which also applies to the the zero coupling function order. However, at
low frequencies the large interface shows higher values.
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Figure 6.14. Zero alpha order and corresponding zero coupling function order for varying the
interface size on a rib–stiffened plate; default interface, large interface

The analysis of the first order is shown in Fig. 6.15. Again, no clear trend is observed
when comparing the first alpha order for both interface sizes. The corresponding first
coupling function order shows frequency–dependent higher and lower values for the en-
larged interface.
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Figure 6.15. First alpha order and corresponding first coupling function order for varying the
interface size on a rib–stiffened plate; default interface, large interface

On the contrary, the second alpha order and corresponding second coupling function or-
der in Fig. 6.16 show a great difference between the interface sizes. The default interface
shows a lower mismatch and therefore a higher coupling function order.
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Figure 6.16. Second alpha order and corresponding second coupling function order for varying
the interface size on a rib–stiffened plate; default interface, large interface

6.3. Source and receiver coupling

The combination of source descriptor order and coupling function order allows the cal-
culation of the complex power order Qp. Summing up all orders and taking the real
part equals the transmitted power. A smart composition of source descriptor and cou-
pling function orders might lead to a decreased complex power, resulting in a decreased
transmitted power. As an example, this can be achieved by coupling a dominant source
descriptor order with a coupling function order of low magnitude. On the other hand, in
case of a negligible source descriptor order, the coupling function order can exhibit very
high values but still not result in significant transmitted power. In general, mismatching
between source descriptor and coupling function orders is aspired in order to generate
the lowest possible complex power. Now, three specific situations with mismatching con-
ditions between source descriptor and coupling function order are investigated regarding
their influence on the transmitted power.

In the first situation the numerical source model is coupled with the rib–stiffened receiver
structure. As shown previously, a dominant zero source descriptor order appears in the
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case of a centered excitation position and a centered interface position on the source
structure. A low zero coupling function order can be found when increasing the interface
dimensions on the rib–stiffened plate in a way that all contact points lie directly on beam
stiffeners, compare Fig. 5.14.

The resulting complex power orders and corresponding transmitted power are shown
in Fig. 6.17. For this special excitation characteristic, the zero order is the only order
arising in the free velocity and thus in the source descriptor. It can be seen that in
the frequency region starting at around 15Hz until 350Hz the resulting power for the
large interface is lower. The corresponding transmitted power is displayed in the form
of a power level with the reference value W0 = 10-12W. For clarity, the power level is
presented in third octave bands. The trend seen in the complex power spectrum is also
seen in the transmitted power spectrum. For mid frequencies and the large interface,
less power is transmitted compared to the default interface.
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Figure 6.17. Zero complex power order and third octave band spectrum for a rib–stiffened plate
in case of a centered vertical point force excitation; default interface, large
interface

In the second situation mismatching by decreasing the coupling function orders via ma-
nipulations in the interface position is analyzed. As shown before, the zero coupling
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function order of the numerical source model and the simply supported plate has de-
creased values in case of a centered interface given an off–centered excitation position.
The corresponding power is shown in Fig. 6.18.
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Figure 6.18. Zero complex power order and third octave band spectrum for a simply supported
plate structure in case of an off–centered vertical point force excitation; centered
interface, shifted interface

For both the zero complex power order and the total power decreased values are indeed
found for the centered interface. For this setup only zero order values arise in the velocity
orders and source descriptor orders and as seen by the course of the zero complex power
order, the decrease in total power for frequencies above 100Hz must be linked to the
other occurring orders however.

In the third situation a first order value is considered and decreased by mismatching
a dominant source descriptor order and a low coupling function order. As previously
shown, a moment excitation of the numerical source model solely results in a first source
descriptor order. For a rib–stiffened plate a low first coupling function order can be
obtained by enlarging the interface dimensions such that all contact points lie on beam
stiffeners. The corresponding power values shows Fig. 6.19. The resulting first complex
power order for the enlarged interface is lower than for the default interface. Due to the
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non–occurrence of other order values this is directly relayed to the transmitted power.
The effect occurs for frequencies above 63Hz, where the beam stiffeners gain influence
and reduce the transmitted power.
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Figure 6.19. First complex power order and third octave band transmitted power spectrum for
a rib–stiffened plate structure in case of a pure moment excitation; default
interface, large interface
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6.4. Summary

In this chapter the source descriptor orders, the coupling function orders and the complex
power orders have been investigated. These values result from combining free source
velocity orders and the equal–order interface mobilities of source and receiver. Thereby,
the source descriptor orders characterize the source and describe the sources’ ability to
deliver power. The coupling function orders illustrate a kind of filter that describes how
the source descriptor orders are transferred to complex power orders.

The source descriptor orders are directly linked to the appearance and the behavior
of the velocity orders. Considering a symmetric setup with a centered interface and a
centered excitation position, only the zero source descriptor order can be obtained. For
any off–centered excitation position the first source descriptor order arises, and a pure
moment excitation yields the first source descriptor only.
Varying the geometrical characteristics of the interface, only gives small differences in the
corresponding source descriptor orders. However, since the source structure is not chang-
ing, the source descriptor orders as source–characterizing values remain the same.

The coupling function orders were analyzed regarding two possible receiver structures:
a simply supported plate and a rib–stiffened plate. It was found that a comparison of
the equal–order interface mobilities of the source and the receiver structure allows a
prediction of the corresponding coupling function order. Matching equal-order interface
mobilities of source and receiver combined with a maximum phase difference present the
case of maximum coupling. Strongly mismatching conditions allow simplifying assump-
tions like the constant force order source or the constant velocity order source. In these
cases the transmission process is independent of the receiver or the source structure re-
spectively.
Depending on the structural properties in the vicinity of the interface, manipulations
of geometrical interface characteristics like size or position can lead to increased mis-
matching between single equal–order interface mobilities, which results in decreased
coupling function orders. However, resonant behavior of receiver structures like the sim-
ply supported plate may lead to matching conditions at distinct frequencies, resulting
in coupling peaks.

The complex power orders were analyzed for different source and receiver combinations.
It was shown that mismatching source descriptor and coupling function orders enable a
decreased complex power order.
In general, more than one complex power order arises and all complex power orders
need to be taken into account in order to calculate the total power. As a consequence,
reducing single orders does not automatically lead to a reduced complex power.
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7
Practical case studies

The findings of the preceding numerical investigations on geometrical changes of the
interface between source and receiver need to be validated in practice. To this end, two
types of practical structure–borne sound sources and corresponding receiver structures
are chosen in order to analyze the combined concept of source descriptor and interface
mobilities.

First, a small compressor used for the inner cooling of a refrigerator will be analyzed.
Power transmission to the corresponding receiver structure will be studied for two dif-
ferent interfaces and for an alternative compressor unit. The second source–receiver
scenario involves a ship fan unit and a rib–stiffened aluminum plate.

7.1. Compressor and refrigerator

The first experiment considers a source in the form of a small compressor unit and a
receiving structure that is constituted by the base plate of a corresponding refrigerator.
The compressor, referred to as compressor I in the following, is shown in Fig. 7.1(a),
while the base plate is shown in Fig. 7.1(e). The four contact points that establish
the interface intended by the manufacturer, referred to as intended interface, lie on
the flange–like basis of the compressor and on the base plate of the refrigerator, which
is made out of ribbed plastic. In order to examine the influence of possible interface
changes on the transmitted power, an alternative interface for compressor I is considered.
It has a closer contact point spacing, see Fig. 7.1(c), and is referred to as alternative
interface in the following. Furthermore, a significantly lighter compressor unit called
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compressor II, see Fig. 7.1(b), is analyzed in combination with the refrigerator. The
interface of compressor II contains only three contact points, located on the underside
of the curved structure, as shown in Fig. 7.1(d). Although the manipulation of the
excitation characteristics of the source itself was naturally found to be a promising way
of influencing the transmitted power, the source mechanism cannot be altered in this
practical case. The excitation is therefore regarded as a fixed parameter.

(a) Compressor I (b) Compressor II

(c) Interfaces of compressor I (d) Interface of compressor II

(e) Interfaces of refrigerator

Figure 7.1. Compressor I, II, refrigerator and corresponding interfaces; intended interface,
alternative interface, interface compressor II
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7.1. Compressor and refrigerator

(a) Free suspension (b) Measurement of mo-
bility of compressor

(c) Freely suspended re-
frigerator

(d) Measurement of mo-
bility of refrigerator

Figure 7.2. Experimental setup for the measurement of free velocities and mobilities of the com-
pressor and the refrigerator base plate
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For the investigations carried out in this chapter only the bearing contact points be-
tween the compressor and the body of the refrigerator are taken into account as possible
paths for power transmission. Any pipes and tubes that contain the coolant for the
cooling process are disconnected from the compressor unit due to practical reasons in
the measurement setup.

For the acquisition of the required free source velocity and mobility functions the com-
pressor units and the refrigerator are freely suspended and measurement is performed
during ’dry’ operation, as shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and Fig. 7.2(c). The mobility functions
are measured by attaching a vibrational shaker to the structure, as shown in Fig. 7.2(b)
and Fig. 7.2(d), following the procedure described in Appendix C. An impedance head is
used to obtain the point mobilities by simultaneously measuring force and acceleration.

The free source velocities of compressor I at one point of the intended interface and at
one point of the alternative interface are seen in Fig. 7.3. They exhibit dominating peaks
at 25Hz, 50Hz and 100Hz. Furthermore, the figure shows the free source velocity of
compressor II for which the highest velocity can be obtained. However, the dominating
peaks are also visible.
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Figure 7.3. Free source velocity of compressor I and compressor II measured at one contact point;
intended interface, alternative interface, compressor II

The measured point mobilities of both compressors and the refrigerator can be found
in Fig. 7.4. Compressor I shows mass–like behavior up to a frequency of ca. 140Hz,
followed by a stiffness–controlled frequency region up to 500Hz. From this frequency
on, the compressor structure shows resonant behavior. The selected point mobility of
the refrigerator shows stiffness–like behavior up to a frequency of 150Hz and resonant
behavior at higher frequencies. The alternative interface of compressor I has smaller
dimensions in comparison and lies directly on the curved underside of the compressor.
A corresponding point mobility shows a mass–controlled region up to higher frequencies
where the anti–resonance occurs at around 620Hz. The point mobility for the cor-
responding interface point at the base plate shows similar behavior compared to the
intended interface with a stiffness–controlled region up to 150Hz.
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Figure 7.4. Point mobilities of compressor I, compressor II and refrigerator; compressor I
intended interface, base plate intended interface, compressor I alternative
interface, base plate alternative interface, compressor II, base plate
interface connecting compressor II

Compressor II on the other hand is smaller and lighter and the contact points are located
directly on the rigid outer shell with no flanges to the side. This results in a broad mass–
controlled frequency region. Starting at about 900Hz, a stiffness–controlled frequency
region can be found with resonances starting at ca 4000Hz.
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Velocity orders

The velocity orders for both interfaces of compressor I can be found in Fig. 7.5.
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Figure 7.5. Velocity orders of compressor I; intended interface, alternative interface
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When comparing the magnitude of the single velocity orders it can be seen that the zero
velocity order is the dominant order for all considered frequencies, which corresponds to
a dominant translational motion component for frequencies up to 500Hz. Differences
between the interfaces can be found for all three velocity orders. The first velocity order,
for example, shows higher values for the alternative interface at 100Hz and just below
and above 1000Hz. At other frequencies the alternative interface with smaller interface
dimensions shows lower values. Furthermore, when comparing the function courses of
the single order values, the first and second velocity order show a higher fluctuation and
higher differences between the interfaces than the zero velocity order.

For a better comparison of the single velocity orders, the level difference between intended
interface and alternative interface is calculated as

∆Lv̂p = 20 lg |v̂p,intended interface|
|v̂p,alternative interface|

. (7.1.1)

The resulting level differences can be found in Fig. 7.6 where values larger than zero
represent a higher velocity order for the intended interface, and values smaller than zero
represent a higher velocity order for the alternative interface.

The measurement outcomes correspond to the findings in Sec. 4.3, in which a large
interface shows a higher first velocity order than a small interface.
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Figure 7.6. Level difference between the velocity orders for varying interfaces on compressor I;
Lv̂0 , Lv̂1 , Lv̂2
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Equal–order interface mobilities of the compressor

Now the coupling between compressor I and the refrigerator base plate will be analyzed.
Starting with the compressor as source structure, the corresponding eqIFMs are shown
in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.7. Equal–order interface mobilities for compressor I; intended interface,
alternative interface
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It can be seen that the intended interface shows higher values for all occurring eqIFMs,
at least for frequencies above 250Hz representing a higher sensitivity to rigid body and
bending motion. In the case of the second eqIFM this even applies for frequencies above
30Hz.

Calculating the level difference following

∆LŶp−p,S
= 10 lg |Ŷp−p,S,intended interface|

|Ŷp−p,S,alternative interface|
, (7.1.2)

the trends described above can be seen clearly in Fig. 7.8.

The results line up with the results shown in Sec. 4.4, where the manipulation of eqIFMs
for source structures were analyzed. There it was shown that for source structures an
enlargement of the interface dimensions yields higher eqIFMs.
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Figure 7.8. Level difference between the equal–order interface mobilities for varying interfaces on
compressor I; LŶ00,S

, LŶ1−1,S
, LŶ2−2,S
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Source descriptor orders

With the order values of the free source velocity and the eqIFMs of the source structure
the source descriptor orders for compressor I and both interfaces can be calculated, see
Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.9. Source descriptor orders of compressor I; intended interface, alternative
interface
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It can be seen that the zero source descriptor order is the dominant order value for the
entire frequency region representing a dominating translational motion component.

The level difference of the source descriptor orders can be calculated as

∆LSp = 10 lg |Sp,intended interface|
|Sp,alternative interface|

(7.1.3)

resulting in the level differences shown in Fig. 7.10. The level differences for the zero and
first source descriptor orders show a similar trend. The level difference for the second
source descriptor order shows clearly negative values.

Comparing the measurement results to the numerical results from Sec. 6.1 where only
very small changes resulted from increasing the interface dimensions, a bigger difference
is seen here. Furthermore, the second source descriptor was not present within the
numerical simulation due to totally symmetric conditions.
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Figure 7.10. Level difference between the source descriptor orders for varying interfaces on com-
pressor I; LS0 , LS1 , LS2
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Equal–order interface mobilities of the refrigerator

Two interfaces corresponding to the intended and alternative interface are considered on
the base plate of the refrigerator. The associated eqIFMs are shown in Fig. 7.11.
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Figure 7.11. Equal–order interface mobilities of the refrigerator; intended interface,
alternative interface
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The function courses of the single eqIFMs are very similar for both interfaces. Further-
more, the alternative interface shows higher eqIFMs for all orders and throughout the
whole spectrum.

Again, the level difference is calculated as

∆LŶp−p,R
= 10 lg |Ŷp−p,R,intended interface|

|Ŷp−p,R,alternative interface|
, (7.1.4)

and the results are shown in Fig. 7.12. All level differences show negative values, which
means that the alternative interface of the refrigerator yields higher eqIFMs. In this
case the alternative interface seems to be easier to excite than the intended interface.
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Figure 7.12. Level difference between the equal–order interface mobilities for varying interfaces
on the refrigerator; LŶ00,R

, LŶ1−1,R
, LŶ2−2,R
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Coupling function orders

In order to specify the orders of the complex power or the power transmitted into the
receiver structure in general, the coupling function orders need to be calculated and
analyzed for both interfaces. In Fig. 7.13 the coupling function orders are shown.
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Figure 7.13. Coupling function orders for all interfaces of compressor I; intended interface,
alternative interface
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Distinct peaks in the coupling are seen, for example for the zero and first coupling
function order around 50Hz and around 350Hz. However, for all orders it is seen that
above 200Hz the alternative interface exhibits decreased coupling.

Calculating the level difference

∆LCf,p = 10 lg |Cf,p,intended interface|
|Cf,p,alternative interface|

, (7.1.5)

this result is made even more transparent, see Fig. 7.14.

Comparing the results for the source descriptor and coupling function orders of the two
interfaces, the following can be stated: the source descriptor orders are very similar for
both interfaces until ca. 260Hz. For higher frequencies the alternative interface shows
higher source descriptor orders at least for the zero source descriptor order.
In contrast, the order coupling of the alternative interface is lower for the zero, first and
second order. It is the combination of these values, which leads to the complex power
orders and ultimately to the actual transmitted power. These quantities are considered
in the following sections.
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Figure 7.14. Level difference between the coupling function orders for varying interfaces on com-
pressor I; LCf,0 , LCf,1 , LCf,2
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Complex power orders

The complex power orders are obtained by combining the source descriptor and coupling
function orders. They are shown in Fig. 7.15.
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Figure 7.15. Complex power orders for all interfaces on compressor I; intended interface,
alternative interface
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7.1. Compressor and refrigerator

A dominant zero source descriptor order was found for both analyzed interfaces. The
corresponding zero coupling function order showed maximum values at distinct frequen-
cies. As a result, a dominant complex power order is expected at these frequencies as
well. It can be seen in Fig. 7.15 that the zero complex power order indeed shows peaks
at 50Hz, which corresponds to the maximum value of the zero source descriptor and
coupling function order, and at 100Hz, corresponding to a maximum source descriptor
order. The peak at 350Hz stems from the maximum order coupling of the intended
interface. For higher frequencies the function courses fluctuate at much lower order of
magnitude. The first and second complex power order show fluctuating function courses
for both interfaces.

For a better comparison the level difference is calculated as

∆LQp = 10 lg |Qp,intended interface|
|Qp,alternative interface|

(7.1.6)

and shown in Fig. 7.16. Generally, the level differences for all orders show positive values,
what means that the intended interface yields higher values. Significantly negative level
differences occur at 500Hz and between 1000Hz and 2000Hz. However, the complex
power orders at these frequencies are very low compared to other frequencies and thus
of minor importance.
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Figure 7.16. Level difference between the complex power orders for varying interfaces on com-
pressor I; LQ0 , LQ1 , LQ2

The comparison of the complex power orders of both compressors is shown in Fig. 7.17.
In the case of compressor II only zero and first orders occur due to only three contact
points. Due to its higher free velocity in Fig. 7.3, the zero and first complex power orders
are higher compared to the ones for compressor I; this results in higher translational and
rotational rigid body motion components.
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Figure 7.17. Complex power orders for compressor I, II and the refrigerator; intended interface
on compressor I: Q0, Q1, Q2; compressor II: Q0, Q1

Transmitted power

The influence of single complex power orders on the total complex power and the asso-
ciated transmitted power is now of prime interest. In order to get clearly comparable
results, the sum of the complex power orders is calculated, the real part is taken and the
narrow–band spectrum is summed up to a third octave band spectrum. The power level
is calculated with a reference value of W0 = 10-12W. The resulting power level that is
transmitted from compressor I to the base plate of the refrigerator is shown in Fig. 7.18
for the intended and the alternative interface. Furthermore, the resulting transmitted
power for compressor II is shown.
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Figure 7.18. Third octave band transmitted power spectra from compressor I and compressor II
to the refrigerator; compressor I intended interface, compressor I alternative
interface, compressor II

Starting with a comparison between the different interfaces on compressor I, the peaks
at the center frequencies of 25Hz, 50Hz and 100Hz clearly dominate the power trans-
mission. The alternative interface transmits less power in general, except at center
frequencies of 16Hz, 500Hz and around 1600Hz with differences of ca. 10 dB.
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7.1. Compressor and refrigerator

As a consequence of the three–point interface only three different orders arise, the zero
order and the positive and negative first orders. As seen in the plot, compressor II
transmits significantly more power than compressor I with either interface. The power
transmission is still dominated by peaks at 50Hz and 100Hz.

In order to classify the level reduction obtained by these interface changes, the result-
ing transmitted power is compared to the power transmitted via small isolators, which
corresponds to the practical coupling between compressor and refrigerator. The utilized
isolators are shown in Fig. 7.19, and the calculation follows the steps described by Math-
iowetz in [11]. The mobilities of the isolator can be calculated using the long rod theory,
which leads to the following equations for the point and transfer mobilities

YI,SS = YI,RR = −j cot (kll)
A
√
Eρ

, (7.1.7)

YI,RS = YI,SR = −j
A
√
Eρ sin (kll)

. (7.1.8)

Here, the values YI,SS and YI,RR represent the point mobilities at the source and receiver
interface respectively and YI,RS and YI,SR represent the transfer mobilities between source
and receiver interface. For the calculation the cross–sectional area A of the isolator is
needed, as well as Young’s modulus E, the density ρ and the length l of the isolator. The
value kl represents the stiffness in vertical direction kl = EA/l and can be calculated
via manufacturer data.

Figure 7.19. Isolators for the elastic isolation of the compressor in a refrigerator

The equation for the complex power of a resiliently coupled source and receiver structure
can also be found in [11]:

Q = 1
2v

T
SfYT

I,RSA−TYT
RA−1∗Y∗I,RSv∗Sf (7.1.9)

with
A = YI,RS (YI,SS + YS)Y−1

I,RS (YI,RR + YR)−YI,RSYI,SR . (7.1.10)

Here, YI,SS and YI,RR are diagonal matrices containing the point mobilities of the isola-
tors at the source and receiver, respectively, and YI,RS and YI,SR are diagonal matrices
containing the transfer mobilities of the isolators between source and receiver.
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Chapter 7. Practical case studies

The resulting transmitted power is shown in third octave bands in Fig. 7.20 and compared
to the rigidly coupled source–receiver installation. Both function courses are based on
the intended interface, and differences up to 20 dB can be found. In some third octave
bands the power transmitted via isolators is equal or even higher compared to the rigidly
coupled case.
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Figure 7.20. Third octave band transmitted power spectrum from compressor I to refrigerator;
rigid coupling compressor I intended interface, resilient coupling compressor

I intended interface

According to standard ISO 11688-2 [2] a decrease in power transmission can be achieved
when introducing soft or elastic material between the source and the receiving structure.
The requirements for an effective isolation are that the point mobilities of the elastic
material are considerably higher compared to the point mobilities of source and receiver,
and, as shown in Fig. 7.21, the function courses of the three point mobilities do not
achieve the required difference.
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Figure 7.21. Comparison of point mobilities of the intended interface; compressor I,
refrigerator, isolator

As stated above, decreasing transmitted power can be found in some frequency bands in
case of the alternative interface, compare Fig. 7.18, and for the resiliently coupled case,
compare Fig. 7.20. Now, both measures can be combined and the power transmission
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7.1. Compressor and refrigerator

can be calculated for the compressor with the alternative interface resiliently attached to
the refrigerator. In Fig. 7.22 the resulting transmitted power for both interfaces is shown
in third octave bands. The function courses coincide in almost all considered frequency
bands. Between 315Hz and 1000Hz combining alternative interface with isolators leads
to a further decrease in power by ca. 10 dB. Also, a small decrease at the dominating
frequency band of 50Hz is seen. Therefore, structure–borne sound transmission was
indeed reduced by changing the dimensions of the interface. However, the effect was
introduced at frequencies in which power transmission was comparatively low to begin
with.
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Figure 7.22. Third octave band transmitted power spectrum from compressor I to refrigerator,
resiliently coupled; intended interface, alternative interface
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Chapter 7. Practical case studies

7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

As a second structure–borne sound source and receiver combination a fan unit used in
ship constructions is investigated, see Fig. 7.23(a)7, attached to a rib–stiffened plate with
infinite boundary conditions. The utilized rib–stiffened plate was already described and
discussed in Sec. 5.2. Here, the fan unit is coupled to the ribbed plate structure via four
contact points, which are located on the flange–like basis of the fan unit, see Fig. 7.23(b).
The interface intended by the manufacturer is indicated by small holes in the flange–
like basis and acts as a reference interface for further investigations. Additionally, an
interface with decreased dimensions, called small interface, and an interface with shifted
contact points, called shifted interface, is analyzed, see Fig. 7.24(a).

(a) Fan unit source (b) Contact point

Figure 7.23. Fan unit source

The corresponding interfaces were also analyzed on the receiver structure, compare
Fig. 7.24(b). The contact points of the reference interface lie directly on the beam
stiffeners, while in case of the small interface all contact points lie between two stiffen-
ers. The shifted interface is positioned in a way that two adjacent contact points lie on
beam stiffeners, whereas the other two contact points lie between two stiffeners.

7These pictures were taken as part of a master’s thesis [70]
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

(a) Interface posi-
tions on the fan
unit

(b) Interface positions on the rib–
stiffened plate

Figure 7.24. Interface positions on the fan unit and the rib–stiffened plate; fan unit source,
small interface, reference interface, shifted interface, beam stiffeners

At all considered contact points the free velocities and spatial point and transfer mobili-
ties are measured as described in Appendix C. In Fig. 7.25 the free velocity at one point
of the reference interface is shown with a high amplitude at 50Hz that represents the
excitation frequency of the fan unit. For higher frequencies the free velocity decreases.
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Figure 7.25. Free source velocity of the fan unit

The point mobilities of one point of the interfaces on the fan unit and the corresponding
point mobilities of the rib–stiffened plate are displayed in Fig. 7.26. The slight decreasing
function at low frequencies in the function course of the point mobility of the fan unit can
be seen as a mass–controlled region with an anti–resonance at around 40Hz. At higher
frequencies the increasing tendency represents a stiffness–controlled frequency region.
The corresponding point mobility of the shifted interface on the receiver structure shows
the highest values between 50Hz and 600Hz, above which the highest values are found
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(a) Point mobilities of the fan unit
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(b) Point mobilities of the rib–stiffened plate

Figure 7.26. Point mobilities of the fan unit and the rib–stiffened plate; reference interface,
small interface, shifted interface

for the small interface. The location of the interface positions on the structure dictates
the distinct function courses. The reference interface positioned on the beam stiffeners
yields point mobilities resembling the point mobilities of an infinite beam, see Fig. 5.7.
The contact points of the other interfaces lie on the plate with a certain distance to the
stiffeners, and therefore the point mobilities resemble those of an infinite plate.
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

Velocity orders

The velocity orders for all interfaces are shown in Fig. 7.27.
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(c) Second velocity order

Figure 7.27. Velocity orders for the considered interfaces on the fan unit; reference interface,
small interface, shifted interface

The zero velocity order is the dominant order value. Furthermore, fluctuations between
the analyzed interfaces are somewhat larger in the first and second velocity order.
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The level difference according to Eq. (7.1.1) is calculated for the single velocity orders
between reference interface and small interface as well as between reference interface
and shifted interface, see Fig. 7.28. Positive values thereby correspond to higher velocity
orders for the reference interface. Apparently the interface size and position influence all
velocity orders. It can be seen that varying the interface size influences the first velocity
order on a higher level than varying the interface position. Furthermore, changing the
interface position enables manipulations of the first and second velocity order.

In Sec. 4.3 it was found that a manipulation of the zero velocity order is possible when
shifting the interface position on the structure. Furthermore, the first velocity order was
manipulated by changing the interface dimension, and the second velocity order was
influenced by both the position and the dimension of the interface. This findings agree
in parts with the results for the velocity orders of the fan unit.
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(a) Varying the interface size
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(b) Varying the interface position

Figure 7.28. Level difference between the velocity orders for varying interfaces on the fan unit;
Lv̂0 , Lv̂1 , Lv̂2
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

7.2.0.1. Equal–order interface mobilities of the fan unit

The equal–order interface mobilities of the fan unit can be found in Fig. 7.29.
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(c) Second equal–order interface mobility

Figure 7.29. Equal–order interface mobilities for the considered interfaces on the fan unit;
reference interface, small interface, shifted interface

The reference interface yields the highest values for all orders. Furthermore, the small
interface yields the smallest values for all eqIFMs.
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The level differences according to Eq. (7.1.2) are calculated and shown in Fig. 7.30.
Across the spectrum the level differences for both interface variations are mostly positive,
which means that the reference interface has higher eqIFMs in general. This is especially
true in the case of the second order.

These results are in parts in good agreement with the findings in Sec. 4.4, where enlarged
interface dimensions showed higher eqIFMs of source structures. The increased eqIFMs
of source structures for shifting the interface position cannot be confirmed by the results
from the fan unit. However, the different interface dimensions between reference interface
and shifted interface provide higher eqIFMs for the reference interface.
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(a) Varying the interface size
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(b) Varying the interface position

Figure 7.30. Level difference between the equal–order interface mobilities for varying interfaces
on the fan unit; LŶ00,S

, LŶ1−1,S
, LŶ2−2,S
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

Source descriptor orders

The order values discussed in before can be combined in order to calculate the source
descriptor orders, shown in Fig. 7.31.
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(a) Zero source descriptor order
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(c) Second source descriptor order

Figure 7.31. Source descriptor orders for the considered interfaces on the fan unit; reference
interface, small interface, shifted interface

Starting with the zero source descriptor order it can be seen that this order is dominant,
especially at low frequencies. When comparing the order values for the different inter-
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faces, the largest differences are found for the second source descriptor order. The zero
and first source descriptor order are very similar for all interfaces.

Again, the level differences are calculated according to Eq. (7.1.3) and are shown in
Fig. 7.32. The level difference for the zero and the first source descriptor order oscillate
around positive and negative values , but the level difference for the first source descriptor
order shows higher oscillations. At low frequencies varying the interface size and varying
the interface position leads to lower source descriptor orders for the small and shifted
interface, presented by positive level differences. At higher frequencies however, varying
the interface position leads to higher values for the shifted interface, represented by
negative level differences.
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(a) Varying the interface size
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(b) Varying the interface position

Figure 7.32. Level difference between the source descriptor orders for varying interfaces on the
fan unit; LS0 , LS1 , LS2
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

Equal–order interface mobilities of the rib–stiffened plate

The results for the eqIFMs of the considered interfaces are shown in Fig. 7.33.
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(c) Second equal–order interface mobility

Figure 7.33. Equal–order interface mobilities for the considered interfaces on the rib–stiffened
plate; reference interface, small interface, shifted interface

Clearly, the reference interface yields the lowest eqIFMs for frequencies above 80Hz.
These results are expected due to the location of the contact points directly on the
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beam stiffeners, compare Fig. 7.24(b). The small interface shows the highest eqIFMs for
all orders.

By calculating the level differences according to Eq. (7.1.4), the significant effect of
varying the interface properties is made even more apparent in Fig. 7.34, where negative
level differences can be found.

In parts the results correspond to the those found in Sec. 5.3, where an increase of
the interface dimensions and a shift of the interface position lead to an increase of the
eqIFMs. However, the special location of the reference interface strongly affects the
spatial mobility distribution and therefore decreases the eqIFMs.
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(a) Varying the interface size
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(b) Varying the interface position

Figure 7.34. Level difference between the equal–order interface mobilities for varying interfaces
on the rib–stiffened plate; LŶ00,R

, LŶ1−1,R
, LŶ2−2,R
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

Coupling function orders

The combination of source and receiver eqIFMs yields the coupling function orders which
are shown in Fig. 7.35.
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(c) Second coupling function order

Figure 7.35. Coupling function orders for the considered interfaces; reference interface,
small interface, shifted interface

All three orders stay in the same magnitude range for all three interfaces. The course
of the zero coupling function order exhibits the highest fluctuation while the second
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coupling function order shows very similar values for all interfaces and throughout the
whole frequency region.

These trends are clarified in Fig. 7.36, where the level differences according to Eq. (7.1.5)
are shown. It is seen that in general the differences are pronounced but only reveal a
clear tendency for frequencies above 500Hz. In this frequency region the values become
negative, which means that the reference interface is prone to less coupling than the
modified interfaces.
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(a) Varying the interface size
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(b) Varying the interface position

Figure 7.36. Level difference between the coupling function orders for varying interfaces;
LCf,0 , LCf,1 , LCf,2
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

Complex power orders

From the values described above, i.e. the source descriptor orders and the coupling
function orders, the complex power orders can be calculated. The results are shown in
Fig. 7.37.
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(a) Zero complex power order
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(c) Second complex power order

Figure 7.37. Complex power orders for the considered interfaces; reference interface,
small interface, shifted interface
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All three orders show similar trends for the different interface sizes and positions. How-
ever, comparing the results for the different interfaces in more detail, peaks and dips of
the complex power orders can be seen. No constant increase or decrease of the complex
power orders can be found for any modification of the interface, however.

The level differences in Figure 7.38, calculated according to Eq. (7.1.6), show the level
differences that result from the variation of interface size and position. The level differ-
ences fluctuate quite arbitrarily, wherefore no clear trend can be attributed to a change
in size or position of the interface. On the other hand the figure reveals that the power
orders are quite susceptible to these modifications, as indicated by level differences of
15 dB and more at the dominating frequencies. The question arises how and if the sum
of the complex power orders, i.e. the transmitted power, is affected by these changes.
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(a) Varying the interfaces size
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(b) Varying the interface position

Figure 7.38. Level difference between the complex power orders for varying interfaces; LQ0 ,
LQ1 , LQ2
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7.2. Fan unit on rib–stiffened plate

Transmitted power

The transmitted power can be calculated by summing up the single complex power orders
and taking the real part. Again, the level value of the transmitted power is calculated in
third octave bands with the reference value W0 = 10-12W and is shown in Fig. 7.39.
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Figure 7.39. Third octave band transmitted power spectra between fan unit and rib–stiffened
plate; reference interface, small interface, shifted interface

The rotatory frequency of the fan unit is clearly visible in the third octave band with
the center frequency of 50Hz. Here, the transmitted power reaches its highest level with
130 dB for all considered interfaces, clearly dominating the transmission process.

For a better comparison the level differences between the transmitted power of the
considered interfaces are shown in Fig. 7.40. For frequencies below 50Hz the results for
the interfaces alternate, but the shifted interface seems to deliver less power from the
fan unit to the rib–stiffened plate up to the center frequency of 100Hz. For frequencies
between 200Hz and 500Hz the small interface seems to be a good choice regarding
low power transmission, as differences up to 10 dB can be found between the reference
interface and the small interface or the shifted interface. Between 500Hz and 2000Hz
the transmitted power through the reference interface is considerably lower, with level
differences up to 10 dB.

Shifting or decreasing the interface on the fan unit and the rib–stiffened plate there-
fore clearly allows changes in the transmitted power. However, no clear trend is found
throughout the spectrum. For some frequencies bands the different interface positions
yield transmitted power differences up to 20 dB.
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Figure 7.40. Level difference between the transmitted power for varying interfaces; Level
difference between small and reference interface, Level difference between shifted
and reference interface

7.3. Summary

In this chapter the power transmission from practical structure–borne sound sources to
corresponding receiver structures was analyzed and discussed based on two structure–
borne sound source–receiver installations: a small compressor used as a cooling unit in
refrigerators and a fan unit attached to a rib–stiffened plate. For these structures, i.e.
the compressor, the refrigerator base plate, the fan unit and the rib–stiffened plate, the
spatial velocity distributions as well as point and transfer mobilities were measured for
an interface intended by the manufacturer and for additional interfaces with different
interface dimensions or positions. From this data the order values of free source velocities
and mobilities were calculated and possible order manipulations were analyzed. It was
found that changing the interface characteristics of the contact points between the source
and the receiver indeed changes the velocity orders and equal–order interface mobilities.
By summing up the resulting complex power orders the total complex power can be
calculated. The real part of the complex power then yields the actual transmitted
power.

In case of the compressor attached to the base plate of the refrigerator two different
interfaces with different source point mobility functions were analyzed. For both rigid
and resilient coupling, transmitted power differences up to 10 dB were obtained in certain
frequency regions. For the fan unit attached to an infinite rib–stiffened plate three
different interfaces with different receiver point mobility functions were investigated,
and differences in the transmitted power up to 20 dB were found. Although a possible
reduction of transmitted power can be achieved, general statements on the relationship
between interface changes and transmitted power proves difficult.
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8
Concluding Remarks

In previous research the interface mobility concept was proposed as a promising basis
for the derivation of low–noise measures for machinery. The focal point of this concept
is the analysis of the vibrational behavior at the contact points between a structure–
borne sound source and a corresponding receiver structure. The spatial distribution of
velocity and mobility at the contact points, referred to as ’interface’, are transformed
into so–called order values by a discrete spatial Fourier transform. As a result the so–
called velocity orders as well as equal–order interface mobilities and cross–order interface
mobilities are obtained.

It was found that the zero and first velocity order values are able to describe rigid body
motions of a structure with adequate accuracy and independent of specific characteris-
tics of the interface, thus allowing a deeper insight in the physical process of vibration
transmission. It was furthermore shown that this interpretation is not only valid if one
considers the mass-controlled frequency region, but can be extended to parts of the
stiffness–controlled region. The equal–order interface mobilities, on the other hand, de-
scribe the spatial interdependence of point– and transfer mobilities of the considered
source and receiver structures for infinite structures and symmetric setups, while the
cross–order interface mobilities describe the properties of the prevailing mobility func-
tions in the presence of boundaries or structural discontinuities.

The potential of the interface mobility concept for low–noise design was attributed to
the specific way in which the power transmitted from a structure–borne sound source
to a receiver structure is calculated. Neglecting the cross–order interface mobilities,
the combination of velocity orders and equal–order interface mobilities of source and
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Chapter 8. Concluding Remarks

receiver allows to calculate corresponding complex power orders which in summation
give the total complex power that arises between source and receiver. Furthermore,
the source descriptor and coupling function concept can be applied to the order values.
This provides information on how different forms of motion contribute to the overall
source strength and how these motions are being transferred to the receiver structure.
It therefore becomes possible to decrease the amount of complex power by identifying
the order for which the source descriptor is dominant, and then decreasing the values
of the corresponding coupling function order through a physical change of the interface
or receiver structure. This thesis sought to investigate the relation between the physical
characteristics of the source–receiver–system and the source descriptor and coupling
function orders. It was investigated to which extent the proposed principles of analysis
and modification can actually lead to a decrease of transmitted sound power, and whether
the approach is feasible in practice. The main results shall be summarized here.

It was investigated how varying source characteristics in form of the excitation mecha-
nism, coupling characteristics like interface size or position, or different receiver types
might influence these arguably abstract quantities. To this end, simulations as well as
experiments were carried out for simple configurations. It was found that the excitation
characteristics directly influence the promotion or suppression of distinct velocity orders.
A point force excitation is directly related to an arising of the zero velocity order, while
a moment excitation additionally generates a first velocity order. For a combination
of these simple excitation mechanisms, both zero and first velocity order dominate the
mass– and stiffness–controlled region while higher velocity orders gain influence at higher
frequencies.
In contrast, changing the interface characteristics alters both the velocity orders and
the equal–order interface mobilities of source and receiver. Changing the position of the
interface has influence on the zero order, while the size of the interface has influence on
the first order. From simply changing the orientation of an otherwise unaltered interface,
a hitherto non–existent second order can arise.
In general the behavior of the orders is difficult to predict, however. A specific change of
the interface characteristics might move the contact points closer to restrained bound-
aries or stiffening elements, resulting in decreased equal–order interface mobilities. On
a different structure, however, the same change might move the contact points toward
locations much more susceptible to vibration, yielding just the opposite result. There-
fore, the order behavior primarily depends on the spatial relation between interface and
structural boundaries or discontinuities of the receiver structure, while spatial character-
istics have less influence. For all investigations the results of simulation and experiment
did show good agreement, nevertheless. Therefore, while no general rules for ’low–noise
interfaces’ can be deducted, a numerical analysis of these quantities can indeed be used
to analyze the effect of possible practical measures.
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The source descriptor orders, used as independent quantifiers for the source strength,
are directly related to and mainly dependent on the velocity orders. As a consequence,
changes in the excitation affect the velocity orders and the source descriptor orders
almost in the same way. However, changing the coupling characteristics like interface
size or position does not influence the source structure itself, resulting in similar source
descriptor orders. In order to calculate the complex power orders, the coupling function
orders, used to quantify how ’easily’ power can be fed from source to receiver, are
required as well. Being a function of the equal–order interface mobilities of source and
receiver that depend on both interface and structural properties, a general prediction
of the coupling function orders is not possible. It was shown that single power orders
can effectively be decreased by a smart combination of mismatching source descriptor
and corresponding coupling function order. It was also seen that a decrease in a single
power order does not necessarily result in a lower total transmitted power because the
governing manipulation might simultaneously lead to an increase of another order.

In order to verify the investigations based on numerical and laboratory source and re-
ceiver structures, two practical case studies were performed. The first case consisted of a
small compressor used as a cooling unit in refrigerators, with the receiver structure being
the base plate of the corresponding refrigerator model. The second case comprised a fan
unit, mounted on a rib-stiffened aluminum plate. In both cases the experimental results
confirmed the tendencies indicated by the simulations: a single order value can indeed
be changed by changing interface characteristics like size or position but it is strongly
dependent on structural properties and the constellation of the remaining orders. It is
therefore not possible to predict a change in transmitted power solely based on a specific
change of the interface properties. Nevertheless, it was shown that relatively minor ad-
justments of the interface geometry can result in a reduction of transmitted power by up
to 10 dB in distinct frequency bands, and that the interface mobility concept is indeed
able to provide a physical link between these changes and the motion of the structure.
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A
Correlation between velocity

orders and pure rotational motion

Depending on the distribution of the contact points on a structure–borne sound source,
a pure rotational motion results in a sole first velocity order or in a superposition of
first and other occurring velocity orders. The investigation of the influence of the single
velocity orders for a purely rotating structure is part of a numerical and experimental
study shown in this chapter. Rotational motion of the structure only appears in the
mass–controlled frequency region, where the point mobility shows a decreasing behavior.
In the simulation this can be reproduced by using the mobility equations of a rigid
mass, see Appendix B.1. In order to investigate the influence of the velocity orders,
arbitrarily arranged interfaces with different numbers of contact points are considered
with the prerequisite that close contact points are avoided. This corresponds to practical
situations, in which the interface arrangement is dictated by static concern. The surface
of the simulated and experimental structure is thus divided in parts with each contact
point located in one part, see Fig. A.1.

In order to obtain a rotational motion, the structure is excited by superimposed moments
around the x– and y–axis. Then, the level difference between the first velocity order and
other occurring velocity orders can be calculated by

Ldiff = 10 lg
( |∑ v̂p6=±1|
|v̂1 + v̂−1|

)2
. (A.1)

This is done for 100 000 contact point configurations where the position of the contact
points and the superposition of the moment excitation is randomly varied respectively,
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Appendix A. Correlation between velocity orders and pure rotational motion

(a) Three contact
points

(b) Four contact
points

(c) Five contact
points

Figure A.1. Partitioning of the surface of the rigid mass for the arrangement of the contact points

but the number of contact points is constant. The results averaged over all configurations
are shown in Tab. 1, and, as an example, the velocity orders for a three–point interface
are shown in Fig. A.2.

Table 1. Simulated level difference for three, four, five, six and ten contact points.
Number of contact points 3 4 5 6 10

Ldiff -11 dB -8 dB -8 dB -6 dB -7 dB

f [Hz]
50 100 150 200 250 300

jv̂
p
j[

m
/s

]

10-9

10-8

10-7

10-6

Figure A.2. Simulated velocity orders for a three–point interface; v̂0, v̂1

The results show a big level difference for three contact points. In this case the first
velocity order magnitude is about 11 dB higher than the zero velocity order, and it can
be said that the first velocity order describes the rotational motion independent of the
location of the contact points because the occurring zero velocity order is negligible. The
level difference for four and five contact points are slightly smaller. Additional to the
zero velocity order the second velocity order arises, wherefore only 8 dB difference result
between the first velocity order and the other velocity orders. Even for four and five
contact points the first velocity order is able to describe the pure rotational motion of
the structure with good accuracy. Numerical investigations for higher orders were also
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made on a random basis, and at least a level difference of about Ldiff = -6 dB is found
for six contact points. An analysis of ten contact points results in a level difference of
about Ldiff = -7 dB.

In order to validate the simulated results an experimental validation is carried out based
on a laboratory structure with mass–like behavior in a wide frequency region. The double
T–girder introduced in Sec. 4.2 shows a mass–controlled frequency region between 50Hz
and 300Hz. In order to get a moment excitation around an arbitrary axis, the exciting
shaker is mounted on one side of the structure, see Fig. C.1(c). The resulting velocities
are measured at three, four and five randomly distributed contact points, see Fig. A.3,
and the velocity orders are calculated consequently.

Figure A.3. Contact point location on the laboratory structure; five contact points, four
contact points, three contact points

In Fig. A.4 the resulting velocity orders are shown for all considered numbers of contact
points. All velocity orders arise for the considered frequencies, but the first velocity order
dominates. The level difference between the first velocity order and all other occurring
orders is calculated after Eq. (A.1), and the results are listed in Tab. 2.

Table 2. Measured level difference for three, four and five contact points.
Number of contact points 3 4 5

Ldiff -7,3 dB -6,7 dB -0,5 dB

For all observed numbers of contact points a negative level difference can be found,
which means that the first velocity order dominates over the other velocity orders. As in
the numerical investigation, the level difference decreases for higher numbers of contact
points due to additional arising velocity orders. The experimental value for five contact
points is far below the value calculated in the numerical analysis, which is the result of
an additional non–moment excitation of the rigid mass. As explained in Appendix C.1,
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Appendix A. Correlation between velocity orders and pure rotational motion

the shaker is mounted on one side of the structure in order to introduce a rotatory
motion component around one axis. Due to the mounting of the shaker via a tripod, an
additional translational motion component was likely induced into the structure.

In order to verify the introduced rotational motion the phase relation between the contact
points (CP) can be informative and is therefore shown in Fig. A.5.
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(a) Three–point interface
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(b) Four-point interface
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(c) Five–point interface

Figure A.4. Measured velocity orders for three, four and five contact points given moment exci-
tation; v̂0, v̂1, v̂2
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Figure A.5. Phase relation between the free source velocities at distinct contact points (CP);
∆ϕ(CPI – CPII), ∆ϕ(CPI – CPIII), ∆ϕ(CPI – CPIV), ∆ϕ(CPI

– CPV)

It can be seen that the phase relation between contact point I and II and between
contact point I and III equals ∆ϕ = 0, which means that these contact points move in
phase. In contrast, the phase difference between contact point I and IV and between
contact points I and V shows an alternating function which yields its maximum value
in |∆ϕ| = π. Therefore, the motion component for which this phase distribution occurs
equals a rotational motion.
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B
Numerical investigation

B.1. Mobility equations of elementary structures

Mass mobility
When excited by an out–of–plane point force Fz, the mobility of a rigid mass is calculated
via the following equation, cf. [23] and Eq. (2.1.6),

Ymass,nm,Fz = 1
jω

(
1
m

+ ymyn
Ixx

+ xmxn
Iyy

)
.

The values x and y are the cartesian coordinates where the index n denotes the response
point and the index m denotes the excitation point. The values in the denominator Ixx
and Iyy represent the moments of inertia.

If moments are exciting the rigid mass the calculation of the mobility differs slightly and
follows as

Ymass,nm,My = − xn
jωIyy

(B.1)

if a moment around the y–axis My is considered. Equivalently

Ymass,nm,Mx = yn
jωIxx

(B.2)

is considered in the case of a moment around the x–axis Mx.
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Appendix B. Numerical investigation

Mobility of infinite beams
The calculation of point and transfer mobilities of beam and plate structures can be
found, for example, in [71] and [19] and are summarized here. In case of an out–of–plane
point force excitation at the coordinate xm = 0 the mobility of an out–of–plane excited
infinite Euler–Bernoulli beam follows as

Ybeam,n = −ω
4Bk3

B

(
je−kBxn − e−jkBxn

)
, (B.3)

where the coordinate xn equals the coordinate of the resulting velocity and kB equals
the bending wave number for beams

kB =
√
ω

4

√
m′

B
. (B.4)

Here, m′ represents the mass per unit length and B the bending stiffness. Calculating
the point mobility Eq. (B.3) collapses to

Ybeam,nn = ω (1− j)
4Bk3

B

. (B.5)

Mobility of infinite plates
The mobility of an infinite plate excited by an out–of–plane point force at rm = 0 can
be calculated through

Yinf plate (rn) = ω

8B′k2
B

[
H

(2)
0 (kBrn)−H(2)

0 (−jkBrn)
]
, (B.6)

with H
(2)
0 representing the zero order Hankel function of the second kind8 and r de-

scribing the radius in cylindrical coordinates r =
√
x2 + y2. In the equation above kB

represents the bending wave number for plates

kB =
√
ω

4

√
m′′

B′
. (B.7)

Here, the mass and bending stiffness are adapted to the plate characteristics so that B′
represents the bending stiffness for plates and m′′ the mass per unit area. The point
mobility of an infinite plate then follows as

Yinf plate,nn = 1
8
√
B′m′′

. (B.8)

8Due to the convention used in european literature the harmonic values e−jkx and ejωt indicate waves
traveling in the positive x–direction. Then, the zero order Hankel function of second kind H(2)

0 (kBr)
specifies waves traveling in positive r–direction in cylindrical coordinates.
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B.2. Mobility calculation of composed structures

Mobility of finite rectangular plates
The out–of–plane mobility of rectangular thin plates can be calculated by summing up
eigenfunctions of the structure, cf. [19], and using associated orthogonality relations, cf.
[71], which result in the following equation

Yfinite plate,nm = jω
∞∑
k=1

∞∑
l=1

Ψkl (xn, yn) Ψkl (xm, ym)
ρhlxly [ωkl (1 + jη)− ω2] . (B.9)

Here, Ψkl equals the (k, l)th bending mode given by the product of characteristic beam
functions φk and φl, η is the loss factor and ωkl is the (k, l)th natural frequency, which
can be calculated [19] through

ωkl =
√

Eh2

12ρ (1− ν2)

(
π

lx

)2
qkl . (B.10)

The variable E represents the Young’s modulus, h is the plate height, ν is the Poisson’s
ratio and qkl represents a value which depends on the dimensions, the material and the
boundary conditions of the finite structure as well as the eigenfunctions φ in Eq. (B.9).

B.2. Mobility calculation of composed structures

Typical source structures may be considered as compositions of the elementary structures
discussed in Appendix B.1 [23, 15]. A derivation of the mobility and free velocity for
constructions combining two or more fundamental structures was introduced by Evans
[15] and is shown here. In Fig. B.1 the considered model is illustrated with two substruc-
tures A and B being connected via an interface β. Furthermore, the interface γ shall
represent the interface at which the excitation takes place and the interface α represents
a ’free’ interface that might be attached to a receiver structure. Thus, the mobilities
between the exciting interface γ and the responding interface α are of prime interest.

The relations between the velocities of the structures A and B and the forces acting at
the distinct interfaces follow as(

vAα
vAβ

)
=
(
YAαα YAαβ
YAβα YAββ

)(
FAα
FAβ

)
(B.1)

(
vBβ
vBγ

)
=
(
YBββ YAβγ
YBγβ YAγγ

)(
FBβ
FBγ

)
, (B.2)

where the first index denotes the distinct substructure and the second index denotes
the interface at which the field variable acts. In case of mobility terms the first index
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Appendix B. Numerical investigation

Figure B.1. Coupling of two substructures A and B, with connecting interfaces α and β and the
excitation interface γ

denotes the structure, while the second index marks the response interface and the third
index marks the excitation interface. As an example the mobility YAβα stands for the
mobility of structure A when excited at interface α and considering the response velocity
at interface β.

If the exciting force acting at interface γ is equal to an internal force of a source structure
Fin and if the combined structure is freely suspended, the force acting at the interface
α is zero, i.e. FAα = 0, and therefore the free velocity can be calculated. The boundary
conditions at the interface β must be considered, which are continuity of velocities

vAβ = vBβ (B.3)

and equilibrium of forces
FAβ = −FBβ . (B.4)

Applying Eq. (B.3) and the assumption of free suspension to Eq. (B.1) and Eq. (B.2)
yields

YAββFAβ = YBββFBβ + YBβγFBγ , (B.5)
and with the internal force excitation Fin and Eq. (B.4) one obtains

FAβ = (YAββ + YBββ)−1 YBβγFin . (B.6)

In this case the first row in Eq. (B.1) can be rearranged and an equation for the calcu-
lation of the free velocity can be found by

vSf = vAα = YAαβ (YAββ + YBββ)−1 YBβγFin . (B.7)

The mobility of the composed structure can be calculated under the condition that no
force is acting on the excitation interface γ

FBγ = 0 . (B.8)
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B.3. Mobility calculation of periodically ribbed structures

With this and with the condition of continuity in Eq. (B.3) the following can be ob-
served

YBββFBβ = YAβαFAα + YAββFAβ , (B.9)

where
FAβ = − (YBββ + YAββ)−1 YAβαFAα . (B.10)

The mobility of the composite structure can then be calculated in the form of

Y = vAαFAα−1 = YAαα −YAαβ (YBββ + YAββ)−1 YAβα . (B.11)

B.3. Mobility calculation of periodically ribbed structures

The calculation of periodically ribbed structures follows the ’reactive force model’ de-
scribed by Mayr in [29]. Starting point is an infinite thin plate with beam stiffeners
attached by screws on one side of the plate. The reactive force model is based on reac-
tive forces acting at the screw points, resulting from the applied force generated by an
exciter [72]. The velocity response at an arbitrary point on the structure is composed of
the exciting force and the single reactive forces.

In Fig. B.2 a schematic illustration of the investigated structure and the field variables is
shown. One beam stiffener is attached to an infinite plate structure for which five screw
points are shown exemplary. In the simulation the distance between the screw points
was set to a quarter of the smallest considered wavelength in order to simulate a welded
connection. Excitation and response point are chosen and postponed arbitrary on the
structure.

First the mobility calculation in the case of only one single contact point is considered,
which means Fj = Fi. Then the velocities at the contact point vi and the screw points
vrn can be calculated from the mobilities and forces as seen in the following equation(

vinf plate,i
vinf plate,rn

)
=
(
Yinf plate,ii Yinf plate,irn
Yinf plate,rni Yinf plate,rnrn

)(
Finf plate,i
Finf plate,rn

)
. (B.1)

Here, Yinf plate, ii is the point mobility of the infinite plate structure at the contact point,
Yinf plate,irn and Yinf plate,rni are the transfer mobilities of the infinite plate between con-
tact point and screw points, Yinf plate,rnrn is the mobility matrix of the screw points,
Finf plate,i is the exciting force at the contact point and Finf plate,rn are the reactive forces
at the screw points. The values Finf plate,rn and vinf plate,rn represent vectors of length
Nsp where Nsp is the total number of screw points.
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Appendix B. Numerical investigation

Figure B.2. Reactive force model with plate structure and beam stiffeners; Fj exciting force,
vi resulting velocity, rn screw points, point force reactive forces at screw points

The beam velocities vbeam,rn are defined by the beam mobilities Ybeam,rnrn and the
beam forces acting at the screw points Fbeam,rn :

vbeam,rn = Ybeam,rnrnFbeam,rn . (B.2)

At the screw points the boundary conditions of continuity and equilibrium must be
applied:

vbeam,rn = vinf plate,rn and Fbeam,rn = −Finf plate,rn . (B.3)

Using these relations and Eq. (B.2), Eq. (B.1) becomes(
vinf plate,i
vinf plate,rn

)
=
(
Yinf plate,ii Yinf plate,irn
Yinf plate,rni Yinf plate,rnrn

)(
Finf plate,i

−Y−1
beam,rnrnvinf plate,rn

)
. (B.4)

The velocity at the contact point vinf plate–beam,i resulting from the exciting force Finf plate,i
can be calculated by using Eq. (B.1) and Eq. (B.4)

vinf plate–beam,i =Yinf plate,iiFinf plate,i −Yinf plate,irn [Yinf plate,rnrn + Ybeam,rnrn ]−1

Yinf plate,rniFinf plate,i (B.5)

and the point mobility Yinf plate–beam,ii involving the coupling between rib and plate
results in

Yinf plate–beam,ii = Yinf plate,ii −Yinf plate,irn [Yinf plate,rnrn + Ybeam,rnrn ]−1 Yinf plate,rni .
(B.6)
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B.3. Mobility calculation of periodically ribbed structures

This concept can furthermore be expanded in order to calculate transfer mobility func-
tions. As above, the index i denotes the response point and the index j denotes the
excitation point. Equation (B.1) must then be expanded as followsvinf plate,ivinf plate,j

vrn

 =

 Yinf plate,ii Yinf plate,ij Yinf plate,irn
Yinf plate,ji Yinf plate,jj Yinf plate,jrn
Yinf plate,rni Yinf plate,rni Yinf plate,rnrn


 Finf plate,i

0
Finf plate,rn

 . (B.7)

The transfer mobility can be calculated analogously to the point mobility and results
in

Yinf plate–beam,ij = Yinf plate,ji −Yinf plate,jrn [Yinf plate,rnrn + YBeam,rnrn ]−1 Yinf plate,rni .
(B.8)
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C
Measurement

C.1. Measurement on the laboratory source model

The spatial distribution of free velocity and source mobility needs to be measured at
the contact points in order to obtain the corresponding order values. Starting with the
free source velocity, the measurements are carried out as described in ISO 9611 [25].
Therefore, the source structure needs to be freely suspended, which was realized by an
elastic mounting via elastic bands. A vibration shaker and a force sensor are rigidly
attached to the structure at the excitation point, with a small rod inserted inbetween in
order to prevent the additional introduction of moment excitation. The full experimental
setup can be found in Fig. C.1(a)9.

Measurement of the mobility functions is based on the methods described in ISO 7626–2
[21]. Still, the structure is freely suspended via elastic bands but the vibration shaker
is positioned successively at the contact points. Again, a small rod is placed inbetween
force sensor and shaker so that a single point force is introduced into the structure. In
order to measure the point and transfer mobilities in one step, the shaker is attached
on the underside of the structure while the accelerometers are placed on the upper side,
see Fig. C.1(b). Not only a vertical point force excitation can be realized but a moment
excitation is possible in this measurement setup. Therefore, the exciting vibration shaker
needs to be attached at the source on the side, see Fig. C.1(c) in order to introduce a
horizontal force into the structure that results in a moment excitation

9These pictures were taken in the course of a master’s thesis [70]
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Appendix C. Measurement

(a) Free source velocity (b) Source mobility (c) Moment mobility

Figure C.1. Measurements performed on the laboratory source model

C.2. Measurement on the receiver structures

Simply supported plate

Measurement of the spatial mobilities of this structure follows the measurements de-
scribed above. The accelerometers, see Fig. C.2(a), are glued to one side of the plate,
and the vibration shaker is fixed on the other side of the plate.

(a) Mounting of the ac-
celerometers

(b) Mounting of the force
sensor

Figure C.2. Measurement on the receiver structure: simply supported plate
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C.2. Measurement on the receiver structures

Rib–stiffened infinite plate

Measurements on the rib–stiffened plate are carried out as described above, the attached
vibrational shaker can be seen in Fig. C.3.

Figure C.3. Measurement on the receiver structure: rib–stiffened plate
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Nomenclature

Symbol Unit Description
α magnitude ratio
η 1 loss factor
ν Poisson’s ratio
ρ kg/m3 density
ρ0 kg/m3 air density
ρmin, ρmax minimum and maximum eigenvalue
σ 1 radiation factor
τ N/m2 stress
φ eigen-function
ϕ rad phase
Ψ bending mode
ω Hz angular frequency
A m2 surface area
B Nm2 bending stiffness of a beam
B′ Nm bending stiffness of a plate
Cf 1 coupling function
E N/m2 Young’s modulus
F N force
H

(2)
0 zero order Hankel function of the second kind

h m height
hT m/(N s) transfer mobility in Sec. 2.2.1
Ixx, Iyy m4 moment of inertia
I W/m2 structural intensity
j imaginary unit
kB rad/s bending wave number
kl N/m vertical stiffness
l m length
M Nm moment
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Nomenclature

Symbol Unit Description
m kg mass
m′ kg/m mass per unit length
m′′ kg/m2 mass per unit area
N number of contact points
P W radiated power
Q W complex power
r m cylindrical coordinate
S W source descriptor
t s time
v m/s velocity
v (x, y, z) , ω m/s,rad/s translational velocity, angular velocity
W W transmitted power/active power
x, y, z m cartesian coordinates
Y m/(N s) mechanical mobility
Z (N s)/m mechanical impedance

Index Description
0 reference value in level display
α, β, γ indicates interface in Appendix B.2
σ radiation value∑

effective value
A,B indicates substructure in Appendix B.2
Ah2

T value regarding structure-borne sound in Sec. 2.2.1
beam beam value
b blocked value
c characteristic value
const constant value
eq single equivalent value
F force value
f freely suspended
finite plate finite plate value
I isolator value
i, j component of response, excitation
in internal
inf plate infinite plate value
M moment value
mass rigid mass value
max maximum value
mirror mirror value
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Index Description
n,m point of response, excitation
P power value
p, q interface order number of response, excitation
R receiver value
r position of screw points
S source value
sp screw points
T indicates transfer function in Sec. 2.2.1
x,y,z indicates directions in the distinct coordinates

Operators Unit Description
∆ difference
(...) arithmetic mean value

ˆ(...) order value
|...| magnitude
d...e round up
b...c round down
(...)∗ complex conjugate
(...)−1 inverse
(...)T transpose
L dB level display
Re real part
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